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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY. LOGAN 
FARM CO ER PICT 'RE: Two snow surveyors from the Soil Conservation S r ice tra eling to a 
snow cour . Mea ur m nts of the mountain nowpack during the winter and pring months 
pro id wat r 1.1 r in citi and on irrigated lands with information on the amount of 
tr amflow to .xp ct d during the summer months. now surveys in Utah were initiated 
HOME 
mor than 30 y ar ago by Go ernor George . Clyde on the Logan Ri er watershed. 
Go rnor 1 ,de wa a m mber of the Utah Station staff at the time. Measurements of snow-
pa k and for ca t of treamflow are now mad for all principal streams throughout the tate. 
R port n water upply outlook are a ailable from offices of the Soil Conservation Service, 
count ao-ricultural agents the State Eingineer and water commis ioners. urveys are made 
at m nthly or mor fr quent inter als from J anuary 1 to June 1. Gr gory L. Pearson snow 
ur up r i or oil onser ation Service. 
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More than 90 percent of the labor force liv-
ing in rural areas in Utah are employed in 
occupations othe r than agriculture. 
UTAH FARM AND HOME 
SCIENCE 
A quarterly devoted to research 
in agriculture, land and water re-
sources, home and community life, 
and human nutrition and published 
by the Agricultural Experiment Sta-
t ion , Utah State University of Agri -
culture and Applied Sciences, Logan. 
The magazine will be sent free 
on request. Address all correspon-
dence to the editor or the authors 
of the various a rticles. 
Articles appearing in Farm and 
Home Science may be reprinted if 
credit is given to the author, Utah 
State University, and to Farm an.d 
Home Science. 
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Dr. Stermitz discusses the complexity of alka-
loid isola tion from plants with his gradu-
ate a ssistants 
ALKALOIDS 
AND 
MEDICI ES 
FROM 
PLANTS 
FRANK R . STERM I TZ 
A SOLDIER on the battlefield, in pain from a bullet wound in 
the leg ... a psychopatic killer in 
a mental institution, glaring with 
hatred at any who approach . . . a 
missionary, lying alone in a jungle 
hut, burning and delerious with 
fever . . . a young child, wasting 
away with a cancerous blood di-
sease. . . . What ha e these indi-
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reserpine 
morphine 
P=JCH=CHl OH \ CH 
quinine 
vincaleucoblastine 
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iduals in common aside from their 
obvious knowl d of pain? Each 
can have hope of relief b cause of 
certain medicin which hav been 
obtained from plant. In th above 
ca s th medicine are r specti e-
ly: morphine re erpine quinine, 
and incaleucoblastine. 
Morphin although first isolated 
in a pure state in 1806 was known 
in crude form many hundreds of 
,ears b fore that date. At the oppo-
~ite extreme vincaleucoblastine was 
unknown b fore 1960 and its de-
elopm nt as a medicine is a re-
ult of modern ch mical research. 
The only source of each compound 
is a common garden variety plant. 
Al thou h ther ire a ariety of 
sub tanc s with interesting physiol-
ogical acti ity which ha e been ob-
tain d from plants mo t of these 
belong to a single class of com-
pound called alkaloids. As the name 
mi ht sug e t alkaloids bear a cer-
tain ch mical r lation to some more 
familiar compounds such as those 
found in the "alkali" water or soil 
common in the West or those in the 
commercial pr paration, "Alka-Selt-
zer." These compounds are known 
as "ba and th y react ch mical-
ly to neutralize acids. The bases 
present in alkali soil or in Alka-
Sitzer are relatively simple chemi-
cal compounds b longing to the 
class of "inorganic" compounds. 
Howev r alkaloids are extremely 
complex "organic" compounds. Each 
molecule of an alkaloid may be 
made of 40 to 100 atoms rather 
than the 3 to 9 atoms which com-
pose a molecular unit of an inor-
ganic base. 
Physiolooical action of alkaloids 
Although alkaloids will react with 
acids, the important medicinal or 
physiolo~cal action of these com-
pounds does not specifically depend 
upon this property. Activity usually 
is dependent on the entire com-
plex, multi-atomic molecule rather 
than on the one site which gives 
it its properties as a base. It is 
often found that the presence or 
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absence of anyone of the many 
atoms or even a slight shifting of 
position of atoms in the structure 
will mean the diff rence between 
a us ful medicine and a compound 
of no therap utic value. In many 
cases th chemist does not know 
which part or parts of the molecule 
are the important ones for medicinal 
activity. One of the present goals 
of research in this area is to pin-
point more definitely the relation 
between chemical structure and 
physiological activity. 
New medicine from pla!lts 
How does the modern chemist 
proc d in the search for new medi-
cines from plants? One of the ways 
which has been quite useful is simp-
ly to isolate as many alkaloids from 
as many plants as possible and then 
test them for acti ity. This is called 
a broad screening program and is 
deemed successful if 2 or 3 com-
pounds out of 10,000 tested prove 
useful. Simple chemical color tests 
can be used to establish the presence 
of alkaloids in the plant and they 
can be extracted rather ea ily in a 
crude form. Howe r the subse-
quent purification and determina-
tion of the exact constitution of the 
alkaloid is a more difficult and 
time consuming process. The num-
ber of ch mists available to under-
take these investigations is too small 
for the relatively large number of 
plants still to be studied. 
A more scientific way to seek 
• 
DR. STERMITZ joined the USU stoff in 1961, 
coming here from the Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory of the University of California 
where he was a member of the bio-organic 
chemistry group from 1959 to 1961. He was 
a research chemist with Merck and Company 
from 1951 to 1959. He is a native of 
Wyoming, received his B.S. degree from the 
University of Notre Dame and his M.S. and 
Ph.D. from the University of Colorado. Since 
coming to USU he has been granted a 
National Institutes of Health development 
award which provides for his salary and 
research funds. His research is aimed at 
deriving new drugs from plant materials, 
especially in the area of alkaloids. 
Roemeria poppy, Roemerio refracta: A, draw. 
ing showing annual habit of plant; B, detail 
of upper port of fNit 
medicines would involve investigat-
ing only those plants likely to con-
tain useful alkaloids. How can this 
be known in advance? Graduate 
students in the Department of 
Chemistry at Utah State University 
are now engaged in two areas of 
research directed towards solving 
this problem. 
The first area or method consists 
of choosing plants which are botani-
cally closely related to those known 
to contain useful alkaoids. Since 
morphine and several other pain-
killing drugs occur in one variety 
of poppy, Papaver somniferum, it 
has proved useful to seek other such 
drugs in related varieties of poppies. 
Two wild varieties currently under 
(Continued on page 23) 
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Mid land a nd Jerseybelle strawberry varieties when no 
herbicides were applied 
Near perfect control of weeds in Midland and Jerseybelle 
strawberry varieties by incorporating Dacthal into the 
soil before transplanting 
."!' 
.. ,. . 
Chemical Weed Control In Small Fruits 
WEED control i on of the most important and often the most 
expensive practices in the produc-
tion of good ields of high quality 
small fruits. Weeds compete with 
these crops for space, nutrients, wa-
ter, and light and may reduce yields 
considerably. Hand weeding of 
strawb rries may cost several hun-
dred dollars per acre p r year. By 
using proper herbicides and other 
management practices this cost may 
be reduced considerably. 
Many new herbicides have been 
developed within the past decade 
that greatly aid the fruit grower in 
his weed control program. Chemi-
cals, however will not eliminate the 
need for good cultural practices. 
Cultivation is often the most effi-
FOR MARCH 1964 
J. LAMAR ANDERSON 
cient method of removing weeds 
between rows. Herbicide applica-
tions should be planned to supple-
ment cultivation practices. You can-
not cultivate within the strawberry 
or raspberry row, however, and 
hand hoeing is expensive and often 
injures the plants. For the control 
of weeds within the row, herbicides 
are particularly valuable to the 
mall fruit grower. 
Weed control research has been 
conducted at Utah State University 
for the past seven years in a num-
ber of small fruit plantings. From 
• 
DR. J . LAMAR ANDERSON is assistant pro-
f.sor of horticulture. 
this research, using many chemicals, 
formulations, and concentrations, 
recommendations for Utah small 
fruit plantings are mad in table 1. 
In general, weeds are killed most 
easily when conditions fa or germi-
nation and rapid growth. Unusual 
environmental conditions such as 
hay rain at or immediately after 
herbicide application may cause 
erratic weed control. Young weeds 
are killed mor easily than mature, 
well-e tablished we ds. Some herbi-
cides such as Dacthal kill germi-
natin CT se ds oni and have no 
effect on e tabli hed we ds while 
other such as Dowpon (dalapon), 
are more effective when absorbed 
through the leaves and should be 
(Continued on page 24) 
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Fig. 2 . A plot of white sage as it looked 
before treatment 
Fig . 3 . The same plot of white sage after 
it had been harvested at 90 percent for three 
years during late spring (May 1) . The plot 
supports only remnants of former vigorous 
white sage plants but several vigorous halo-
geton plants that have in oded the area 
DESERT ranges of the lnt rmoun-tain R gion are mo tly grazed 
by sheep and cattle from October 
to April or May. Howe er, some 
are used yearlong by cattl . The 
dates that these ranges are graz d 
are important because deser~ plant. 
ha e only on s ason in which th y 
can grow. Growth b in en raIl 
in late March and continues until 
• 
DR. COOK is research professor and DR . l. 
A. STODDART is head of the Department of 
Range Management. The study reported here 
is cooperative betwee n the Utah Station and 
the Bureau of Land Management. Dr. Cook 
has recently been named asistant dean of 
the College of Forest, Range, and Wildlife 
Management in charge of research. 
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Fig. 1. Removing a precise percentage of foliage with a knife enabled researchers to evalu-
ate the effects of season and intensity of grazing on desert forage plants 
Research shows 
SPII G GRAZI 
e DESE 
G CII ICA 
RANG 5 
the dry season in J un . The ge-
tation is dormant during the rest of 
th y ar, xc pt follo\l in unu ually 
hea y summer rain . 
Plant as all oth r forms of lif , 
mu t ha e food to ur i e. They are 
the only organism that make th ir 
own food and all animal life is 
depend nt in turn upon th plant. 
Fortunately the plant make more 
food than it require and the re-
mainder can be used by animals. 
But we n d to be careful that only 
the surplu i harvested. The basic 
r quirem nt n eded for nutrition of 
the plant itself, must be left. 
Food mostly su aI'S i made in 
the I a s. The more leaf surface, 
the more food that will be made. 
The food is th n stored, part in the 
lea es but part in the stems and 
root, too. Grazing range plants 
closely remo es too mucl1 of the 
food factory - th leaves. This i 
generally thought to be less serious 
in the fall and wint r when the 
ear s manufacturing is completed. 
The arne reasoning sugge ts that 
pring and early summer grazing, 
when the factory is in full force, 
is more serious. 
R esearch started 
The Station recently has con-
ducted basic tudi on t pical salt-
desert ranges in w stern Utah to 
try to measure the role of season 
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Fig . 4 . Once vigorous Ind ian ricegrass plant 
after be ing grazed at 90 pe rcent in late 
spring (May 1) for three years 
C . W. COOK 
L. A . STODDART 
ar 
a plant i not 
wh n undi tur 
th n t 
w 
w r 
r fall ( 
wint r (Januar 
(Mar hI ) and 
w r clipped in 
limit. 
th plan 
int n iti 
on. Th 
prin 
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Fig . 5 . Vigorou s Indian ricegrass 
plant grazed only at 60 percent 
during winter for three years 
th had made about 20 percent of 
th ir annual growth u ually about 
Ma 1. The e en speci w re all 
long-Ii d perennial forag plants 
including big sagebru h (Artemisia 
trid nlata) , black au bru h (Arte-
mi ia no a ) shad car (A tri plex 
wr 
th 
th 
r cord 
of 
In 
llbu . h (A t-
r \\·hit 
quirr It il 
nd Indi n 
w re 
Table 1 . Losses in numbers and size of desert range plants as a result of harvesting for three 
consecutive years at various seasons an intensities (Phase 1) 
Grazing 
season 
Percent of 
forage removed 
Fall .................... ..................... . 
(Novembe r 1 ) 
Early winter 
(January 1) 
Late winter ............................. . 
(March 1) 
25 
50 
75 
Average 
25 
50 
75 
Average 
25 
50 
75 
Average 
Spring ..................................... . 25 
(May 1) 50 
75 
Average 
Ave rage of all seasons .......... 25 
50 
75 
Percent of the Perce nt reduction in size 
plants that died of remaining live plants 
5 . 1 10.8 
6.4 11.9 
11.5 23 .2 
7 .7 15 .3 
2 .8 9 .8 
5 .7 11.6 
11 .4 22 .8 
6 .4 14.7 
2.6 11.5 
5 .0 10.4 
12 .5 20 .7 
6 .7 14.2 
4 .0 13.8 
13 .5 20 .3 
22 .7 34.1 
13 .1 22 .7 
3 .6 11.5 
7 .7 13 .6 
14.5 25 .2 
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Our enigmatic weather 
part 3 
The Forecast 
Fact or Fable? 
LOIS M. COX 
E. A. RICHARDSON 
G. L. ASHCROFT 
This third article on the weather is written by 
the same authors as the first two : lOIS M. 
COX, technical writerj E. A. RICHARDSON, 
climatologist of the U.S. Weather Bureau in 
Salt lake City; and GAYlEN l. ASHCROFT, 
assistant professor of meteorology in the 
Department of Agronomy, 
WEATHER FORECASTING TERMS 
Sky-cover designations 
Clear: Sky free or practically free of clouds. 
Mostly clear; generally clear: Modifying terms used to indicate that the prevailing 
sky condition will be clear but that some clouds may be present either over a portion 
of the area or for short periods of time. 
Fair: No precipitation, and leu than 4 / 10 of sky covered by low clouds. The idea 
of pleasant weather is impl ied with lack of any extreme conditions of sky cover, 
wind, or visibility. May be used when sun is shining through high thin clouds. 
Partly cloudy: 3/ 10 to 7 / 10 of sky covered by clouds. Partly cloudy can mean that 
the sky will be partly covered by clouds all of the forecast period, or that all of the 
sky will be covered by clouds for part of the forecast period. 
Cloudy; cloudy skies: 7/ 10 or more of sky covered by clouds of sufficient thickness 
and density to obscure the sun, moon, or stan. 
Mostly cloudy; generally cloudy: Modifying terms that mean claudineu will be 
subject to some variability in amount or location and are used to indicate which 
condition is expected to predominate. 
Variable clouds; variable cloudiness: Variation in the amount of clouds with respect 
to time or area. 
Precipitation designations 
lain (or snow' : When used without a modifying term means either 
(1, rain (snow' of comparatively long duration during half or more of the 
forecast period, or 
(2) rain (snow' of unspecified character and duration. 
Showers : Rainfall of short duration and varying intensity, with periods of no rain 
(though not necenarily with clearing skies' between showen. 
Snow flurries: Snowfall of short duration with clearing skies between occurrences; 
total accumulation of snow expected to be small. 
Scattereci: Dispersed ; separated irregularly in location. 
Widely scattered: Relatively great irregular separation in location. 
Temperature designations 
Cold: (1' A condition of low temperature. 
(2, Decidely below the normal temperature. 
Cool: Lacking in warmth; temperatures lower than experienced during past severar 
days. 
Warm: An excen of heat. Warm in summer may imply temperatures near or even 
slightly below normal. In winter, warm would imply temperatures higher than normal 
in most localities. 
Colder: Temperatures are expected to be at least 5 degrees colder than previous 
day or night temperatures. 
Warmer: Temperatures are expected to be at least 5 degrees .warmer than previous 
day or night temperatures. 
Wind designations 
Windy: W inds sufficiently strong to be important or noticeable. Implies gusty 
winds of greater force than ordinarily e ncountered in a given location. In general 
the term " windy" is used if the winds are expected to be over 20 to 25 miles 
per hour in velocity. Winds of over 30 miles per hour will generally warrant 
definition of anticipated directions and speeds. 
locally windy: Winds confined to a particular place or places. 
Gusty: Rapid and wide variation in force of wind over short time intervals. May 
be modified by the terms " somewhat," " moderately," or "very." 
Velocity 
Wind description miles per hour 
Very light ................................................... ................. 0 - 3 
light ........................................................................ ... . 4 -14 
Windy (moderate winds, ............................................ 15-30 
Strong winds ............ ............................................. ....... 31 -40 
High winds, windstorm, gale ...... ...................... .......... 41-74 
Hurricane force ... ...................... .................. ........... ...... over 75 
Hurricane ........................... .................. ... .. ...... ............ over 75 in a tropical .torm 
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DESPITE circumstantial e ide nee to the contrar weath r fore-
casts are not deri d by gazing into 
a crystal ball or flipping a coin. 
Each of thes malign d and misun-
derstood piece of pro e r sults 
from hour of calculation computa-
tion and observation. Men balloons, 
TIROS satellites and miscellaneous 
electronic equipment all function in 
producing the weather forecast. 
Then why do so many forecasts 
appear to be incorrect or at least 
inexact? The problem, odd as this 
may seem is as much in the user 
of the forecast as in the forecast 
itself. 
Th e science evolves 
Admittedly this wasn't always 
the case. Early meteorologists were 
imply indi iduals who kept "wea-
ther diaries." The first continuous 
weather records in what is now the 
Unit d States were kept in 1644-
45 by Reverend John C. Holm in 
Delaware. Such men rarely ventured 
forecasts' and if they had their po-
tential accuracy would have been 
doubtful. 
FOR MARCH 1964 
Government - sponsored weather 
observations were made for the first 
time during the war of 1814 when 
Dr. James Tilton the surgeon-
general of the Army ordered hospi-
tal surgeons to keep climatological 
r cords. In 1849 Professor Jo eph 
H enry of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion established an extensi e net-
work of weather observation posts. 
H e al 0 suppli d weather instru-
ments to tel graph companies whose 
emplo ees made local observations 
and s nt them to the Institution. 
By 1860 Dr. Henry had 500 sta-
tions making regular weather re-
ports. This s stem was disrupted 
by the Civil War. 
The first weather obser ations 
known to be recorded in Utah were 
made on the day the Mormon pio-
neer ntered the Great Salt Lake 
Valley. Wilford Woodruff made 
the following entry in his diary, 
"July 24; 1847. There was a thun-
dershower toward evening and it 
rained 0 er nearly the whole valley. 
I t also rained a little in the fore-
part of the night. We felt thankful 
for this as it was generally con-
ceived opinion that it did not rain 
in the valley during the summer 
season." 
In 1870 Congress passed a bill 
authorizing the Secretary of War to 
make weather observations at mili-
tary stations. Utah s fir t weath r 
station was established by the U. S. 
Army Signal Corp in 1870 at Cor-
inne. On March 18 1874 the first 
official ob ervation wa tran mitted 
from alt Lake City "Two feet of 
snow on the level. ' 
Go ernment weather operations 
were tran f rred to the Department 
of Agriculture in 1891. They re-
mained there until the requirements 
of a rapidly expanding aviation in-
dustry made a transfer inevitable. 
The Weather Bureau therefore be-
came part of the Departm nt of 
Commerce in 1940. At that time, 
meteorology was well on its way to 
being the highly instrumented sci-
ence it is today. 
Today~s techniques 
Modern meteorology relies heavily 
on rec nt communication tech-
nology. orne of the communication 
is between electronic or radio instru-
(Continued on page 26 ) 
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Bookmobiles now travel to twelve of the ru ral counties in the state 
Library Progress • In Utah 
CARMEN FREDRICKSON 
with comments by JOSEPH A. GEDDES 
A THE r ult f a tud mad b th tah ~ tation on th public 
librari of tah and publi h d in 
1956 (Librari ocial in titu tion . . 
tah A . Exp. tao ul. 393 ) and 
the Hor of num rou group and 
worn n or anizations the tah 
tate L gi latur in 1957 pa d a 
n w library law. Thi act appro-
priat d mon for th tabli hm nt 
of a tat library und r th dir ction 
of a tat librar cornmi ion and 
lodg d authority in th omml lon 
to d lop a tat y t m of librari . 
The qu tion ari es as to the in-
fluenc of the tate librarian and 
the commi ion as w 11 a public 
pre ure in improving th inad quate 
public library ituation in the tate 
during th fi t 5 y ar of op ration. 
Th reports of the state librarian 
ha n uppl m nt d with dir ct 
data furni h d by the librarians a 
the ba i for thi evaluation of the 
pre ent ituation. 
• 
CARMEN FREDRICKSON is a ssociate professor 
of sociology. DR. J . A. GEDDES is former 
head of the department, now retired. 
Size of libraries 
In 1962 thirty-four of Utah's 
fifty-three libraries had under 15,000 
olumes. The actual range was from 
1 200 to 14 700 volumes. These 
libraries lacked trained librarians, 
book and magazine facilities newer 
means of communication, and served 
a limit d public during the time 
they wer open. 
nly 14 librari s had book colI c-
tions betw en 15 000 and 50 000 
olum sand fi e had colI ctions of 
more than 50000 volumes the alt 
Lake ity and alt Lak . 
librarie Pro 0 Ogden and aVIS 
County. 
Training of librarians 
Of the 34 small libraries 23 had 
onl part-time librarians. Of the 38 
librarians employed three had B.S. 
d grees, one in four was a high 
school graduate. Few of them were 
taking educational courses to im-
prove their training. This was also 
true of librarians in the medium 
sized libraries. Positions in the 
smaller libraries held little financial 
incentive for additional training. 
San Juan County now has two modem build-
ings, one at Monticello and the other at 
Blanding. A bookmobile provides the more 
distant areas with library service 
Librarians in the larger libraries 
were much better train d; many of 
them had masters and bachelors 
degr s in library science and some 
others had degre s in oth r di ci-
plines. orne of them w re continu-
ing their training through coll ge 
cla ses. 
Howe er the state library com-
mi ion becau e of lack of au thoriza-
tion has refrain d from establishing 
minimum training standards for 
public librarians or a salary schedule 
for individuals with sp cial library 
training and experience. These poli-
ci s are decided by the local boards 
and are usually not set forth in 
writing. 
Book accessions 
Purchas of books and periodicals 
is ind ed limited in the smaller and 
medium sized libraries. The small 
libraries averaged 381 books a year 
b tween 1958 and 1962, the medium 
10 FARM AND HOME SCIENCE 
Upper, the State Library, located at 603 East 
South Temple, is the distributing center of 
library resources which supplement those of 
53 reporting libraries, more than a dozen 
branches, and 13 bookmobiles. Russell Davis, 
the director, operates under a state com-
mission of eleven . Middle, Salt Lake City's 
new public library building, now under con-
struction. In addition to the central library, 
there are six branches and two bookmobiles. 
Lower, the new Utah State University library 
is the focal point of campus intellectual 
activities 
sized librari s 1 062 books. Los of 
population in some of the rural 
counti alon with d arth f plans 
to off t its ff cts probably account 
for lack of library growth in th se 
ar as. 
In th fi lar librari ook 
purcha 5 tw n 1958 and 1962 
av rag d 14 100 yearly compar d to 
11 974 for th 1953-57 P riod. 
Buildin as and equipment 
Amon he mall librari Im-
provem nts in the phy ical plant 
con i t d mainly in reno ations. In 
the m dium ized group fi e new 
librari w r built in a 5 y ar period 
in addition to the allocation of a 
win in a n w city county building 
for library u e. Air conditioning was 
installed in two libraries. 
The building program of the alt 
Lake County system continu d with 
the con truction of th Ea t Mill 
Cr k Branch in 1959 and th Rose 
Park Branch now under construc-
tion. alt Lake City's new central 
library buildin is also und r con-
struction. 0 den City and W ber 
County are planning a n w $1.6 
million dollar building for city and 
county us . 
Bookmobile service 
One of the mo t outstanding con-
tributions of the state library has 
been the e tablishment of ook-
mobil s rvic in orne of the rural 
counti . The s rvice b an in 1959 
and now op rat in twel counties, 
erving a population of 97,911 in 
1962 not inc1udin communiti with 
public librari. irculation has In-
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c.reased from about 103,560 in 1959 
to more than 508 000 in 1962. In 
addition San Juan County owns and 
operates its own bookmobile - as 
do s Salt Lak City with two book-
mobiles and Salt Lake County 
Library with 4. 
Each of the six state bookmobiles 
is supplied with 10,000 volumes. 
The titles are changed continually 
as a result of requests and to keep 
the collection timely. 
The bookmobile runs y ar-round 
taking books to i olat d people as 
well as to h avily populat d ar as. 
Th steady incr ase of book circula-
tion as a result of bookmobile service 
cr ates a new cultural outlet for 
th se people. This ser ice can be 
made at low co t per volume cir-
culated. Once stabli hed a book-
mobile invites use of the newer 
forms of library service, so that it 
becomes an instrument for spreading 
widely not only books and p riod-
icals, but other forms of mass media 
as well. There is howe er large 
room for further development in the 
pres ntly unreached rural communi-
ties of 15 counties. One of these 
counties has no library, four have 
only one library each. 
Special services 
Children's story hours were the 
commonest type of special service 
offered by libraries of the state but 
were found infrequently in most 
small and medium siz d libraries. 
No lecture seri s nor exhibits were 
list d in their reports. Story hours 
were sponsored by the large libraries 
as were book revi ws, dramas, lec-
tures, exhibits, and illustrat d talks. 
While Utah is developing a library 
consciousness, there is much to be 
done to bring our libraries up to 
acceptable standards. The state 
library law was revised in 1963 to 
empower the state library commis-
sion to develop standards for public 
libraries and rules and regulations 
for the certification of public 
librarians. When this is done it will 
be the basis for upgrading the pro-
fession. Bills now in Congress, if 
passed, should make funds available 
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for the further improvement of 
library servic s in the state. 
Vve have too many small libraries 
with inad quate services, too few 
trained librarians, generally inade-
quate salaries poor book collections. 
Our task is to make these small 
institutions more efficient by regional 
or central supply or planning agen-
cies that would handle such tasks as 
purchasing and processing books and 
other materials for the small library 
as well a to op rate bookmobile and 
rna s m dia rvice. The state library 
ha aIr ady d monstrated the value 
of bookmobil . This service needs 
f urth r xtension on a regional or 
county basis. 
Comment by Joseph A. Geddes 
COMMENT 1. On new library build-
inas. Th findings during the 5 year 
period 1958-1962 indicate vigorous 
building activity among univer ity 
librari . among large public libraries 
(over 50000 volum s), am 0 n g 
medium sized public librari s, but 
almost no building acti ity among 
th 34 small public libraries. While 
13 of the counti s where many of 
th e small librari s are located have 
lost population b twe n 1950-1960 it 
may be pointed out that loss of 
population and library decline do 
not n cessarily go together. There 
is an alternative. The Ogden City-
W b r County plans to build a 1.6 
million dollar building for joint use 
are promising. Thus far the State 
Library Commission although it is 
b st ituated to envision library 
needs for the future, has not yet 
a sist d local bodies in planning of 
buildin . 
COMMENT 2. Emphasis on book-
mobiles. Most observer f I the 
state librarian has done a good job 
in expanding the use of bookmobiles 
in the stat. The bookmobile is 
valuable not only in getting good 
books and periodicals to the people 
who want them but it makes easy 
and inexpensive mass media service. 
Salt Lake County Library's experi-
mental work in this area is of great 
value to the rest of the state. 
COMMENT 3. The need of standards. 
Efforts were made in 1957 to in-
clude a s ction placing optional 
respon ibility on the Library Com-
mission to develop standards. It 
failed to pass the legi lature but in 
] 963, through the fforts of the 
Commission and the State Librarian, 
such a section was incorporated in 
the law. Thus, although little pro-
gress towards developing a profes-
sional class of librarians was made 
between 1958-1962 the people may 
confidently look forward to sub-
stantial beginnings during the next 
five years. 
COMMENT 4. Excess of small librar-
ies. Population pre sure on the land 
is usually blamed for Utah's exces-
sive proportion of agencies too small 
for efficient op ration - small farms, 
small counties, small villages, small 
libraries that promote small con-
ceptual thinking and planning. In-
stead of a harbinger of decline, 
th se small units have potential ad-
vantages b cause they are near the 
people, providing inter-county co-
operation can be achieved in devel-
oping regional supply agencies to: 
( 1 ) strengthen the small agencies, 
and (2 ) provide the newer devel-
opments such as bookmobiles and 
mass media services which the small 
agencies cannot provide by them-
selves. These regional supply agen-
cies can do this more cheaply and 
better than they can be operated out 
of Salt Lake City as is now being 
done. 
To 0 b s r v e an instrumentality 
grow that has the capacity to com-
pete succe sfully with propagandists 
and comm rcial adv rtisin for 
p opl ' time is truly a privil ge. 
But for the library to be able to do 
this the people must insist that the 
r gional library's mass media depart-
ment be strongly developed to such 
an extent that without abandonment 
the old weekly story hour for chil-
dren should grow into a daily eve-
ning library hour in which great 
artists in speech in lit ratur , in 
art, in drama, in religion, in book 
reviewing bring the choicer fruits 
of civilization within their reach. 
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BLOCKING 
STATE OWNED 
GRAZING 
LANDS 
could 
benefit 
both 
lessees 
and 
schools 
Fig. 1. Utah BLM District 7: Subunits, location of state lands in 
1960, and location of state lands after suggested blocking procedure 
N. KEITH ROBERTS 
E. BOYD WENNERGREN 
I F THE State Land Board (Board) were to block or bring together 
into larger tracts the grazing lands 
under its control, a positive manage-
ment program could be developed; 
contract provisions could provide 
incentive for private capital to be 
used in improving the ranges; and 
both the Board and the lessee could 
• 
DRS. N. KEITH ROBERTS and E. BOYD 
WENNERGREN are members of the Depart_ 
ment of Agricultural Economics. This is the 
last in a series of articles relating to stat. 
lands and their disposition. The articles 
have been based on a study made for the 
Stat. Land Board. 
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benefit economically from such ac-
tion. The law pro ides ways for 
the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) and Utah to exchange lands. 
The State Land Board adminis-
ters about 3 million acres of land 
granted at the time Utah became 
a state. For the mo t part these 
lands are scatter d throughout the 
25 million acres administered for 
the federal government by the BLM. 
The revenues from state lands are 
set aside by law for the support 
of the common schools and other 
public institutions. The Board has 
a custodial responsibility to adminis-
ter these lands in such a way that 
maximum revenues will accrue to 
the support of the school system. 
In their present scattered condi-
tion management of these lands be-
yond the I I undertaken on sur-
rounding public land i irtually 
impo ibl . The co t of f ncin and 
poE in th catter d tract would 
b prohibiti . Mana m nt of any 
kind includinO' th tting of fee 
1 Is mu t be closely eared to 
BLM pra tic. hou h BLM and 
Board p r onn I hay cooperated 
w 11 0 r the ear to 01 e their 
the Board O'oal to 
cau e of th oal 
to m t only admini trativ and 
impro m nt 0 t. Blocking w uld 
pro id th Bard with an opportu-
nit for ind p nd nt mana m nt 
of th grant lands. 
ndoubtedl it would not b ad-
\ isabl to block m tat lands 
In ach county f r razin 
th ha or i 
a hi h ru e than razin . 
apprai al of indi\ idual land 
par 1 in que tionabl ar a can de-
t rmin th d irability of blocking. 
AlOIn om ar as om 0' od 
and orne poor land i found. he 
stat hould b pr pared to take 
th poor as w 11 as the ood in a 
blocking proc dur. How r the 
quality of th re ourc in th pro-
po d block should a rag hi her 
than th state holdin b for block-
ing. 
A m thod ha b n dIp d for 
implem ntinO' a blockin policy. 
uppo the state w re int rested in 
blockin it land in the b tt r graz-
ing ar a of th state. I t hould 
trad land in th poorer areas for 
public land in the b tt r grazing 
area. Th law r quir that an ap-
prai al b mad of the quality of 
the land bing trad d and that ex-
chanO' be made on this basis. 
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Tabl. 1. Utah BlM Distrid 7: trading ratios, blocked, and unblocked acreages, 1960 
Under the Lod .... } 
Roost* ..................... -- ....... 
Flat Top* 
Summerville ................................. -- ... ...... -- ........ 
Nine Mil. ........... -- ................ __ ._--.... .. --- ....... 
Park ....................... .. ......... . -- ......... __ .. --_ ... ......... 
Cedar Mountain ..... .......... -- .. -...... --......... ..... 
Range Creek ............ _ .................. -................... 
Muddy Creek ........ ............. _--_ .... ................. 
Gordon C .... ek ... ....... -......................................... 
Miller Creek ............. _- ......... _--_ .... _ ........ _-_ ......... 
Sinbad ................ __ ...... -.---... _----_ .... _ ............. 
Huntington Creek ....... -....................................... 
Cove and Coal Creek ..................... , .......... 
Salt Wash ...... -_ .................................................. 
Buckhom .............. ...... .................................................... 
Total unblocked .......................................... 
Total blocked .................................................. 
(1 ) 
Total 
stat. 
acres 
131,487 
30,080 
8,499 
22,850 
13,055 
20,617 
16,149 
17,902 
7,479 
35,753 
10,725 
28,188 
23,942 
8,433 
373,159 
250,951 
(2) 
Total BLM 
acres 
1,088,365 
273,904 
85,968 
85,969 
128,284 
294,940 
179,704 
73,828 
56,175 
321,273 
73,951 
254,967 
102,051 
80,174 
3,190,453 
3,314,661 
(3) 
Suggested 
acres per 
AUM 
25.1 
23.8 
22.9 
20.0 
18.9 
18.7 
18.4 
15.6 
15.3 
14.5 
13.8 
13.3 
12.4 
12.3 
18.5 
12.4 
*Under the ledges, Roost, and Flat Top were not separated by BLM appraisal. 
Interest 
on sa les 
Minerai 
rental ------. 
Minerai 
royally 
I" terest 
on sales 
1% 
Gruln, 
14 
Fig. 2. Receipts from grant lands by sourc., Utah, 1940-1963 
1140 - $372.101 IUD - $151.410 
Gruln, 
1960 - , 1. &15 . 13& 19&3 - $2.111.431 
(4) 
Buckhom 
equivalent 
ratio 
Col. 3 
12.3 
2.041 
1.935 
1.862 
1.626 
1.537 
1.520 
1.496 
1.268 
1.244 
1.179 
1.122 
1.081 
1.008 
1.000 
(5) (6) (7) 
Salt Wash State acres Stat. acres 
equivalent Buckhom Salt Wash 
ratio equivalent equivalent 
Col. 3 Col. 1 Col. 1 
12.4 Col. 4 Col. 5 
64,423 
15,545 
1.847 206 4,394 
1.613 14,166 
1.524 8,566 
1.508 13,612 
1.484 10,882 
1.258 14,231 
1.234 6,061 
1,169 30,584 
1.113 9,636 
1.073 26,270 
1.000 23,942 
8,433 
88,607 162,344 
A blocking procedure 
Using range quality as the basis 
for exchange, areaa of any size or 
type can be traded. 
The carrying capacity for wise 
long-run management for eleven 
BLM districts in the state has been 
determined and these data will serve 
as an example of how state lands 
may be blocked. To illustrate the 
procedure, BLM District 7 (fig. 1) 
is used. District 7 includes most of 
Carbon and Emery Counties and 
parts of Wasatch, Duchesne, Wayne, 
and Garfield Counties. 
Suggested carrying capaCIties, 
trading ratios and state land traded 
for BLM land are shown in table 
1. Column 1 contains total Board 
controlled acres in each BLM sub-
unit in District 7 for 1960. Column 
2 tells how many acres of BLM 
land were in each subunit in 1960. 
Column 3 has the BLM average 
suggested carrying capacity for each 
subunit as estimated in 1960. 
Column 4 tells how many acres 
in each subunit would have to be 
given up to acquire an acre in the 
FARM AND HOME SCIENCE 
Buckhorn Unit of District 7 which 
has the highest sugg sted capacity. 
Column 5 tells how many acres in 
each remaining subunit would ha e 
to be given up for an acre in Salt 
Wash Unit. Column 6 con erts 
state acres in the subunits (Column 
1) to equivalent acres in Buckhorn 
subunit. For instance, the state 
would trade 131 487 acres of state 
land in Under the Led es Roost 
and Flat Top for 64 423 acres of 
BLM land in Buckhorn. Stat acres 
in the poorer subunits would b 
traded for BLM acres in Buckhorn 
until all BLM acres (Coumn 2) are 
acquired by the state. Column 7 
converts state acr s in the r main-
ing subunits (column 1) to the 
equivalent acr s in alt Wash until 
there are no more state acres out-
side th block to trad . All of the 
BLM land ( 192951 acres) in Salt 
Wash would not b r quired to 
complete the trade. Th BLM would 
still control 30 607 acr s in Salt 
Wash. State land would b scatter d 
throughout the BLM portion of Salt 
Wash. To finalize the blocking 
stat land in Salt Wash would be 
traded acre for acre for BLM land 
in the subunit. 
The status of state lands in Dis-
trict 7 before and after blocking is 
shown in figure 1. Before the ex-
change in District 7, the Board con-
trolled 375 195 acres. After the ex-
change, 250 951 acres. The BLM 
acreage would increa e 124,208 
acres. After similar trades in each 
BLM district the Board would 
control about 925,000 acres less land 
than before trading (table 2) but 
it would be more valuable grazing 
land in larger units. 
If the state land were blocked 
within each BLM district the state 
would con trol eleven blocks of 
land. Again this might not include 
all the state land in each district 
because some may be expected to 
shift to higher uses than grazing 
and, therefore, if blocked, returns 
would be sacrificed. 
The process could be applied to 
blocking in counties or in any other 
Table 2. Acres of land controlled by Utah State Land Board before and after trading for most 
productive grazing land in each BLM grazing district, 1960 data 
Acreage before blocking Acreage after blocking 
State land BLM land State land BLM land 
1 .. ........ __ ._- ..... __ ...... __ ....................... 227,773 
2 .................................................. .. 217,073 
3 .... ........................... .... ... ......... ,,---- 283,196 
4 ---_ ............. --- ..... -............................... - 203,061 
5 ............... -... ................ .... -- ...... 274,049 
6 . .. ... ....... .. _ ... _ ... ...... ..... ..... .... _- ........ 231,410 
7 ---._--_ .. ........ ---_ ....................... 375,159 
8 ........ ---_ .. _-- ............ ............ -....... 216,999 
9 ....................... ........................ 223,458 
10 .... ......... ............ .. -............... ........ 191,460 
11 ....................... _._ ................... 252,823 
State total .. ......... ... ..... ........... 2,696,461 
area unit for which the necessary 
data are available. 
The impact of blocking 
Blockin<T surface rights in and of 
itself would not increase returns to 
the Board. The average grazing fee 
in 1960 was about 4.7 cents per 
acre. If the fee schedule were not 
changed from the 1960 rates for the 
blocked subunits in the above ex-
ample blocking state lands as sug-
gested would result in lower re-
turns to the Board. Fees would have 
to average 5.4 cents per acre on 
the blocked area to equal returns 
to the Board for 1960. 
The advantages to blocking would 
be that the state could strengthen 
the tenure position of the lessee 
through the lease contract as well 
as have better management control 
over the land. If ranchers know that 
they are going to operate on a state 
range big enough to supply a sea-
son's feed requirements and long 
enough to recover the investment 
they make in range improvements, 
they are more inclined to make the 
necessary improvements. A contract 
with the Land Board that would 
lag any increase in fees as a result 
of increased productivity on the 
range would provide the incentive 
for ranchers. Thus, both ranchers 
and the Board could reap a propor-
tionate share of the rewards from 
improved management practices. 
Under the present scattered condi-
1,139,252 136,341 1,230,684 
2,556,173 181,508 2,591,738 
2,622,127 183,357 2,721,966 
1,659,988 132,859 1,730,190 
2,131,128 224,676 2,180,501 
2,458,947 95,336 2,595,021 
3,190,453 250,951 3,314,661 
1,860,324 164,807 1,912,516 
2,138,465 106,243 2,255,680 
2,196,629 139,926 2,336,807 
2,959,629 156,409 3,066,043 
24,913,115 1,772,413 25,837,163 
tions, neither can afford to manage 
the state parcels separately from the 
surrounding federal lands. 
The previous argument provides 
the rationale for blocking the graz-
ing rights associated with Utah's 
grant lands. It does not follow, 
however, that the same arguments 
can be used with respect to block-
ing sub-surface rights associated 
with the grant lands. Returns to the 
Board from subsurface resource 
development which includes miner-
als, gas, and oil leases and royalties 
have grown in importance during 
the last few years (fig. 2) . It may 
be that the Board's interest in sub-
surface resources can best be pro-
tected by leaving the subsurface 
rights scattered throughout the state. 
This case can be argued because 
of the uncertainty attached to the 
location of producing deposits and 
because of the relatively large pay-
off associated with the successful 
gambl~ on the occasional discovery 
of economically feasible develop-
ments. An ideal program for the 
state would be to block surface 
rights and leave subsurface rights 
scattered except where known min-
eral characteristics exist. The Board 
would then be in a position to man-
age its grazing lands as it saw fit 
but it would also have rights to 
mineral potentials throughout the 
state. To divorce surface and sub-
surface rights in trading may re-
quire some changes in the law. 
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DRS. J. STORZ and R. A. SMART are mem-
ben of the Department of Veterinary Science, 
USU. DR. J. L. SHUPE, L. F. JAMES, and W. 
BINNS are members of the Animal Disease 
and Parasite Research Division of the Agri-
cultural Research Service on the Logan 
campus. 
Fig. 2. Upper, s..,e,.ly affected polyarth. 
ritlc lamb with anorexia, depression, loss of 
body weight, and reluctance to bear weight 
on limbs 
Fig. 3. Lower, polyarthritlc lamb, reluctant 
to stand, whim walked on carpol loints when 
forced to move 
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VIRAL POLYARTHRITIS OF W 
newly recgognized disease in wes 
Fig. 1. Flock of sheep which had 66 percent of lambs affected. Notice the S 
DISEASES of the joints of men and animals are as old as medical 
history itself. Arthritis describes an 
inflammatory process of a joint, and 
if many joints of the same animal 
are inflamed at the same time, the 
disease is called polyarthritis. Arth-
ritic diseases of domestic animals 
not only have economic importance, 
they also cause severe suffering of 
the affected animals, because they 
are seldom fatal but rather debili-
tating. In some instances of arthri-
tic diseases of men and animals, 
the cause is not yet known. 
Recently, as a new cause of arth-
ritis, a virus was isolated from 
joints of lambs suffering clinically 
from stiffness and lameness. This 
report presents some results obtained 
during the past two years of studies 
on polyarthritis of lambs also known 
to livestockmen as stiff lamb disease. 
D escription of the disease 
The disease was observed mainly 
among lambs on ranges but it was 
also seen in lambs in feedlots and 
farm flocks. The lambs had varying 
degrees of stiffness and lameness. 
They usually had elevated tempera-
tures or fever as high as 107.2 F. 
The affected lambs had loss of ap-
petite, were depres ed, reluctant to 
move and had lost body weight. 
Many of them would be lying down 
in the shade and would not resist 
being caught. These lambs were 
gaunt and lingered behind the rest 
of the band. Some of the lambs 
(Continued on page 27) 
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MIS 
.tern United States 
good condition of the range 
Fig. 4. Laterol aspect of stifle loint. Fibrin 
adhering to inside lining of thickened loint 
capsule IC); intra-articular fibrin IFJ; peri-
orticular edema and hemOrrhage IE + H J ; 
intra-articular ligament I LJ 
Fig. S. Fibrinous mass connecting tendon 
to tendon sheath. Specimen is from experi-
mentally produced polyarthritis 
Fig. 6. Section of synovial membrane from 
o polyarthritic lamb depicting slight changes. 
Synovial layers IAI still intact. Inflamma-
tory cells (8) invading vessel wall ICI 
and perivascular tissue, x480 
Fig. 7. Advanced lesion in synovial tissue 
of a polyarthritic lamb illustrating pseudo-
stratified appearance of synovial layers (A) 
and infiltration with inflammatory cells I B) 
hyperemia and hemorrhage (0 I underlying 
synovial layers, x480 
fig. 8. Giemsa-stained smear of joint fluid. 
Synovial cell IS) containing clusters of virus 
and infected monocyte 1M) x12S0 
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Left, the number of painted trees 
on the retail market has d.clined 
in recent years 
Right, retail lots provide customers 
with a wide variety of species to 
choose from 
Howard Price, manager of the Preston-Nutter Ranch in Carbon 
County and John Stephenson, ex-district foresfer with the Utah 
Department of Forestry and fire Control examine a prospective 
subalpine fir Christmas tree 
Selling trees without stands provides a saving to both seller 
and buyer 
ET AILING CHRIS MAS T 
JOHN D. HUNT 
WILLIAM G. POULSEN 
JOHN D. HUNT is assistant professor of 
forest management and extension for.ster. 
WILLIAM G. POULSEN is assistant stat. 
forester with the Utah Department of For-
estry and Fire Control and stationed on the 
USU campus. 
IN 1963, Utah families decorated their homes with approximately 
one-half of one percent of the total 
number of Christmas trees used in 
the United States. Of the 200,000 
Christmas trees on the Utah retail 
market, 98 to 99 percent were suc-
cessfully marketed. The high sales 
percentage and low surplus made 
1963 a successful retail sales year, 
especially when comparing it with 
the seemingly disastrous record of 
1962. In 1963, many retailers had 
sold all but a few utility and cull 
ES 963 
grade trees a week before Christ-
mas. Although complete information 
was not collected for 1962, limited 
information indicated the Utah 
market was grossly oversupplied. 
During the 1960 and 1961 
Christmas seasons, retail and con-
sumption studies were conducted 
throughout Utah. (Results of these 
two studies appear in the March is-
sues of the 1961 and 1962 "Utah 
Farm and Home Science.") Infor-
mation collected during the 1962 
season dealt primarily with the sur-
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plus following the retail period. In 
1963, a study was conducted similar 
to those in 1960 and 1961 which 
showed definite changes in the re-
tailing and consumption of Ghrist-
mas trees in Utah. 
Quality and number of trees 
available 
Pinyon pine, the most common 
tree on the market in 1960 and 
1961, was displaced in 1963 by 
Douglas-fir (table 1). The quantity 
of a species on the retail market 
seems to have little to do with its 
popularity among consumers. Ra-
ther this is determined by the 
wholesale sources available to the 
retailer. Normally, there is an ade-
quate number of wholesale trees 
available but the species vary from 
year to year. 
Not only did pinyon pine de-
crease in number but th re was an 
obvious decrease in quality. These 
two facts would indicate that mar-
FOR MARCH 1964 
Above, the space and volume of 
business usually makes a drive-in 
lot an attractive Christmas tree 
retail yard 
Left, Ponderosa pine is increasing 
in popularity 
ketable pinyon pine, popular in 
Utah and other areas of the United 
States (it comprised 1 percent or 
nearly 450,000 of the total trees con-
sumed in the United States in 1962) 
is becoming scarce. Another indica-
tion of this assumption is that more 
two-needle pinyon pine appeared on 
the market this past season com-
pared to greater numbers of the 
higher-quality single-needle pinyon 
pine in previous years. 
Although Douglas-fir was the most 
abundant tree on the market, it 
decreased in number when com-
par d with 1960 and 1961. The de-
crease in percent of both pinyon 
pine and Douglas-fir was not only 
offset by increases in other species, 
but al 0 by the addition of new spe-. 
cies to the retail market. 
The quality of spruce and sub-
alpine fir was consistent with 1960 
and 1961 ' however there was a 
marked impro ement in the quality 
of Douglas-fir ponderosa pine and 
lodgepole pine. The improved qua-
lity of Douglas-fir was one of the 
factor helping to make 1963 a suc-
ces ful retail season. The 1960 study 
indicated that more than 75 percent 
of the unsold trees were low qua-
lity imported Douglas-fir. 
Even though quality of some 
tree improved the success of the 
1963 season can be primarily attri-
buted to supply. The supply came 
closer to meeting the demand than 
during any of the past years when 
information was compiled. Surpluses 
of 20 to 35 percent in 1962 dis-
couraged many retailers from enter-
ing the 1963 market. The 1963 sur-
vey showed that those retailers sell-
ing trees in 1962 reduced their sup-
ply by 23.5 percent in 1963. This 
reduction along with a reduction 
in retail lots brought supply so close 
to demand that only 1 to 2 percent 
waste was recorded. 
The retail Christmas tree business 
exhibits rather unique and extreme 
changes from year to year. Demand 
on one hand tends to rise slightly 
each year in relation to population 
(Continue d on page 29) 
Table 1. Species of Christmas trees in Utah retail yards , 1960, 1961, and 1963 
Species 
Pinyon pine ......... .. ................................. ................... ... .. 
Douglas-fir ..................................................... ................ . 
Subalpine fir ................................................................ .. 
Spruce .... ... ...... .... .... ... ..... ....................................... ....... . 
Ponderosa pine ............................................. ................ . 
Lodgepole pine ... .......... .. ............................................. .. 
White fir ....................................................... ............... .. 
Grand fir ...................... ....................... ............... .......... .. 
Scotch pine .................................. ................................ .. 
Others . ..... .................................................................... .. 
1960 
percent 
43 .7 
35 .4 
4 .4 
5 .4 
2.0 
1.8 
7 .2 
0 .1 
100.0 
1961 1963 
percent percent 
38.2 29.7 
35.0 30.7 
10.7 19.9 
9.1 9.3 
2 .1 5.6 
2 .7 1.9 
2.1 1.9 
0.7 
0.2 
0 .1 0 .1 
100.0 100.0 
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Left, the author sampling the soil around 
sugar beet plants for evidence of soil-in_ 
habiting pests. Center, population counts of 
symphylon and coUembola , are diHicult to 
obtain. The photograph shows soil in 10 inch 
pie pans that has been removed from the 
root zone of seven randomized sugar beets. 
Water hos been added to the soil and thor-
oughly stirred to force the symphylans, col-
lembola, or root aphids to the surface for 
,ounting. Right, garden symphylans to the 
left and the smaUer spring tails to the right, 
about 10 times natural size 
PELLETE SEED CO TA I G INSECTIC DES 
HOWARD E. DORST 
HOWARD E. DORST works for the Etomology 
Research Division of the Agricultural Research 
Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
In cooperation with the Utah Station. 
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THE addition of insecticides to pelleted seed provides an eco-
nomical method for the control of 
certain pests. The use of such seed 
in experimental plots of sugar beets 
reduced infestations of the sugar 
beet root maggot, the garden sym-
phylan and the beet leafhopper in 
1962. In 1963 the hop-flea beetle, 
a leafminer, and the beet leafhop-
per were controled by the use of 
pelleted seed containing insecticides. 
In the past, insecticides and fun-
gicides have been added to the ex-
terior of seed as dry material or 
slurries for insect and fungus con-
trol. Dry materials fail to adhere 
to the seed when handled and their 
value is often lost. Slurries tend to 
decrease germination. 
Monogerm sugar beet seed, which 
has almost entirely replaced the 
mul tigerm seed, was developed by 
plant breeders to produce single 
plants for mechanical thinning. 
Since the mechanical thinner re-
quires precision planting, frequent-
ly irregularly shaped seeds must be 
made more uniform in size and 
shape so they can be metered out 
accurately in conventional planters 
as well as in precision-type planters. 
Experiments conducted in co-
operation with the Amalgamated 
Sugar Company involved testing 
seeds that had been pelleted by a 
commercial company so as to in-
clude an insecticide. Phorate and 
Di-Syston, O-,O-diethyl S- [2-(ethyl-
thio ) ethyl] phosphorodithioate, two 
systemic insecticides formulated in 
carbon powder, were each incorpor-
ated in some of the pelleted ma-
terial. In other material V -C 13, 
0-2,4-dichlorophenyl 0 -,0 - diethyl 
phosphorothioate, also a systemic 
in cticide were added as wettable 
powders to the pellet, as was 
aldrin, a hydrocarbon insecticide. 
Experimental use of a special inert 
material to provide a layer of insu-
lation between the seed and the sys-
temic insecticide resulted in mark-
edly less toxicity and damage to the 
germinating seed than when this 
protective layer was omitted. 
I nsecticides in pelleted seed 
increase yields 
The increased yields of sugar 
beets obtained when seed pelleted 
with each of the four insecticides 
was used to control the sugar beet 
FARM AND HOME SCIENCE 
co TROLS I 
root rna got and arden ymphylan 
ar cl arly shown in table 1. Where 
untreated seed was u ed 20 percent 
of the plan were killed by the 
root rna ot. All material u d in 
the pell t d e d r duced ugar 
beet root mag ot dama and in-
cr a d yield. V- 13 at 4 ounce 
per acr reduced th tand of b et . 
but in pite of thi initial reduction 
in tand yield wa incr a ed by 9 
ton p r acr . Counts revealed that 
all material reduc d population of 
the arden ymph Ian and that 
phorate and V-C 13 a e the t 
control of thi pest. Although Di-
y ton and aldrin were effective in 
controlling the root rna ot the 
w re les effective in controlling the 
ymphylan. 
In thr x p rim n t a I fi ld 
where root maggot populations were 
light the yield of sugar beets in-
cr ased 3.9 to 5.8 tons per acre in 
plots planted to pelleted seed con-
tamm 2 ounces of ph orate per 
acre. I n two of these fields the 
yield increased 4.3 to 5 tons per 
acre in plots planted to pelleted seed 
containing 4 ounces of V -C 13 per 
acre. In all three of th e fields an 
accurate determination of which 
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SECTS I SUGAR BEETS 
Table 1 . Sugar beet root maggot and symphylan control on sugar beets in field plots with 
insecticide incorporated in p"leted seed, lewiston, Utah, 1962 
Insecticide and 
dosage in ounces 
per acre in 
pelleted seed 
Thinned 
stand per 
100 f .. t 
of row 
a .. ts killed 
by maggot 
per 100 feet 
Yi"d In 
Symphylan tons per 
count per 7 acre of 
b .. t samples beets 
Phorate, 2 .0 ... ....... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... .. 69 
V-C 13, 4 .0 .... .... ............................... ....... 39 
Aldrin, 0 .8 ... ........ ........................ ......... .... 75 
Di-Syston, 0.9 ... ..... .. ... ...... ....... ................ .. 65 
Check 
(unpelleted se.d) .............. ..... ..................... 60 
pes were con troll d could not b 
made. 
Symphylan are often mi taken 
for springtails (Collembola) which 
to the naked eye appear similar 
when found in the oil. Symphylans, 
howe er do not jump like spring-
tail and are maller as shown in 
fi . 3. 
In 1963 hop-flea beetle damage 
to small beets was reduced 84 per-
cent with pelleted seed treat d with 
2 ounces of phorate per acre. Leaf-
miner damage to sugar beets was 
reduced 40 percent with some in-
cticide treated seed. One other in-
secticide in pelleted seed gave 68 
percent control of root aphid or 
collembola. Yields were increased 
1.2 1.5 26 
1.7 1.0 31 
0.7 3 .7 26 
1.0 4.7 25 
19.7 6.5 22 
2.4 ton per acre with the phorate 
at the 2.0 ounce rate. Beet leafhop-
p r f din on u ar bets were re-
duced about 50 percent with a 420 
pounds net sugar increase per acre. 
These experiments demonstrated 
that the temic ins cticides te t-
ed in pelleted beet seed effectively 
controlled certain insects. However, 
at some of the higher rates, these 
materials are toxic to the beet plant. 
Entomologists are now searching for 
a systemic insecticide that will ef-
fectively control the garden symphy-
Ian leafminers, the hop-flea beetle, 
the sugar beet root maggot, and the 
beet leafhopper with a minimum of 
toxic effects. 
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WEED CONTROL kali var. tenuifolia), morning glory (Convolvulus arvensis ), prickly let-
tuce (Lactuca serriola) , ground-
cherry (Physalis subglabrata), june-
grass (Bromus tectorum) , crested 
wheatgrass (Aoropyron cristatum) , 
bromegrass (Bromus inermis) , chick-
w ed (Stellaria sp.), dandelion 
( Taraxacum officinale) , and milk-
weed (Asclepias speciosa). 
· n Utah conifer tree plantings 
WILLIAM G . POULSEN 
WEED control on tree plantin in Utah has always b n an 
expen i e proj ct co ting 15 to 20 
percent of the first year s inv t-
ment. Many tre are plant d on 
ar as wh re th r has b n no w d 
control in r cent years and th se 
areas creat problems which make 
some tr e plantings un conomical. 
I n oth r states Simazine has 
pro ed ucc ful in weed control 
te ts. Thr n of the N w Ha n 
onnecticut Station (Bul. 638, 
1960) tat s that Simazine is an 
outstanding preem rgence herbicide 
for controlling we ds without injury 
to a wide range of nursery specie . 
Because of this success elsewhere 
five experimental areas on loam to 
clay loam soils in northern Utah 
were tablished during 1962 and 
1963 to detennine rates of Simazine 
80W required to achieve satisfac-
tory weed control without damage 
to tree seedlings. 
T he spray solution was applied 
with a small hand sprayer, using 
• WILLIAM G. POULSEN is assistant state 
forester in charge of cooperative forest 
management in the state and stationed on 
the USU campus. 
six gallons of water per 1,000 square 
feet of area. 
The tr speci involved were 
blue spruce (Picea pungens) , east-
ern red cedar (juniperus viroini-
ana ), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponde-
rosa), and Douglas fir (Pseudotsu-
ga menziesii). The weeds present in 
the five areas were redroot (Ama-
ranthus retroflexus) m a I I 0 w 
(Sphaeralcea sp.), wild rye (Elymus 
cinereus), Ru sian thistle (Salsola 
Areas 1 2, 4 and 5 were sprayed 
in ovember 1962 and area 3 in 
May 1963. This was the second 
growing season for the trees in areas 
1 4, and 5; the fifth growing sea-
son for areas 2 and 3. 
R ates for weed control 
Some chlorosis appeared in pon-
derosa pine when rates of 1.25 to 
Table 1. Spe.ctes of tree, method of irrigation, rate of chemical applied, and results of weed 
control tests with Simazine 
Averag. weeds 
Method of Rat. of p.r square foot 
Area Species irrigation appl ication August 1, 1963 
ounces per 1000 
square feet numbe, 
Ponde.rosa pine flood 0 .75 4 
Douglas fir irrigation 1.25 3 
Blue spruce 1.75 3 
0 .00 32 
2 Ponderosa pine water in basin 1.50 0 
Eastern red cedar around the trees 0 .00 63 
3 Ponderosa pine wate, in basin 2 .00 2 
Eastem red cedar around the trees 0 .00 67 
4 Blue spruce sprinkle 0 .75 10 
Douglas fir irrigation 1.25 2 
0 .00 44 
5 Blue spruce sprinkle 1.0 0 
Douglas fir irrigation 0 .0 42 
Area 1 showing the results of Simazine 80 W applied at the rate of 1.75 
ounces per 1,000 square feet, with uncontrolled plot on the right side 
In area 2 all the weeds were controlled 
around the young conifer tree 
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1.75 ounces per 1,000 square feet 
were used in the fall application. 
However, no chlorosis was present 
with the 2.0 ounce rate when ap-
plied in the spring. 
At rates higher than 1.25 ounces 
per 1,000 square feet, little addi-
tional weed control was achieved; 
rates as low as 0.50 were adequate 
for the annuals. Groundcherry was 
not controlled even at the 1.75 
ounce rate. 
The chemical company recom-
mends rates of 1.0 ounce per 1 000 
square feet for sandy, sandy loam, 
and other light soils low in organic 
matter, and 1.25 ounces for heavy 
clay and loam soils high in or-
ganic matter. The amount of chemi-
cal required to achieve adequate 
weed control depends upon the soil 
type, season of application, type of 
irrigation used, and the species of 
weeds present. 
Season for treatments 
Treatments can be made at al-
most any season of the year ; how-
ever, fall is usually recommended 
where winter annuals create a prob-
lem. Early spring or summer appli-
cation after clean cultivation pro-
vides good control but irrigation 
or rain is necessary to move the 
chemical into the root zone because 
Simazine acts through the roots of 
germinating weed seeds. 
The residual effect of the chemi-
cal will depend mainly on the 
amount used and the quantity of 
moisture received. Simazine when 
applied at the rate of 0.75 ounces 
per 1,000 square feet will lose most 
of its weed controlling capability by 
the end of two months under moist 
soil conditions. When applied at the 
rate of 1.0 to 1.75 ounces per 1,000 
square feet it provides good weed 
control into the fall. 
In areas where chlorosis was 
present in ponderosa pine, a slight 
reduction in growth rate occurred. 
Ponderosa pine appears to be more 
sensitive to the chemical than the 
other three species used in the study 
and it should be applied at the 
lower rates or in the spring. In these 
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tests, by late fall most of the pon-
derosa pines had changed back to 
their normal green color. 
Early spring applications are 
usually safer than fall applications 
because of shallower chemical pene-
tration. Once the area is sprayed 
the soil should not be disturbed or 
the effectiveness of the chemical 
will be reduced. If spraying equip-
ment is not available, Simazine is 
available in granular form. Where 
there is a question on the rate of 
chemical to use, a low rate (0.50 
to 1.00 ounces) is safer until ex-
perience is gained in its use. 
In weed control tests in conifer 
tree plantings in Utah using Sima-
zine from 77 to 100 percent of the 
weeds were killed. The chemical is 
unique in that it is economical, 
needs to be applied only once a 
year, can be applied at almost any 
season, and can be sprayed directly 
over the young trees without dam-
age. Weed control costs can be re-
duced 50 to 75 precent and injuries 
to trees from weeding can be elimi-
nated. 
ALKALOIDS 
(Continued from page 4 ) 
investigation at Logan are familiar 
sights in certain areas of Utah. 
One, Roemeria refracta, has a red 
flower and can be seen blooming 
profusely as an unwanted weed in 
farms bordering Cache-Box Elder 
County line west of Logan. A sec-
ond, Argemone munita, is a white 
poppy having prickly leaves and is 
found in some of the more arid 
regions of the state or along exca-
vated road banks. A third poppy 
variety, Romneya coulteri, has been 
obtained from California and is par-
ticularly rich in alkaloids. So far 
nine different alkaloids have been 
isolated from this one plant and 
there are probably additional ones 
present in trace amounts. 
A second method of attack con-
centrates on those plants which are 
known to be toxic. This informa-
tion is usually gained from fann 
and ranch reports of livestock deaths 
due to plant ingestion. The line be-
tween a useful medicine and a poi-
sonous substance is often a difficult 
one to draw and may simply depend 
on the amount of material taken. 
On the other hand, if the reason 
for toxicity is known, the chemist 
can often modify the poison chemi-
cally and transform it into a useful 
drug. Several of the range poisons 
common to Utah are being investi-
gated. A particularly interesting 
plant, Oxytropis sericea or white 
loco weed, has been found to con-
tain three alkaloids. This plant 
causes large livestock losses to 
ranchers in the Intermountain West. 
Some Russian chemists have recent-
ly demonstrated that a related spe-
cies, Oxytropis muricata, contains 
an alkaloid which was previously 
known as a synthetic compound and 
which is used in treating certain 
mental depressed states in humans. 
This effect against depression in hu-
mans may be quite closely related 
to the over-agitated, "loco" actions 
of livestock which have eaten ex-
cessive amounts of these plants. In 
addition to perhaps unveiling new 
medicines, chemical study of these 
poisonous plants may lead to the 
establishment of effective control of 
the poisoning. 
H ow does the plant make 
alkaloids 
Several intriguing problems unre-
lated to the search for medicines 
also arise in the study of alkaloids. 
One of these involves trying to de-
termine what types of reactions the 
plant uses to make the alkaloids 
in the first place. This study is 
termed "biosynthesis" and is perhaps 
best investigated by using radio-
active tracer compounds which can 
be followed as they are converted 
in the plant into alkaloids. A second 
problem arises from the fact that 
although the number of known al-
kaloids is now in the thousands, not 
a single plant function has been 
found for these complicated ma-
terials. Since no known functions 
have been demonstrated, investiga-
tors often assume the alkaloids to 
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be merely waste products of regular 
plant metabolism. However, it is 
known that a number of alkaloids 
are rapidly metabolized In the 
plant, whereas a waste product 
might be expected to undergo little 
change. These problems are also 
being studied at USU. 
WEED CONTROL IN SMALL FRUITS 
to apply the correct amount of her-
bicide uniformly over the desired 
control area. Herbicide application 
rates are given in pounds of active 
ingredient per acre. Dacthal, for 
example, is formulated as a 75 per-
cent wettable (W) powder. To fol-
low a recommendation of 17 pounds 
to the acre, one would apply 16 
pounds of the commercial formu-
lation. A practical means of cali-
bration for application to a small 
fruit planting is given in table 2. 
(Continued from page 5) 
applied to the actively growmg 
weed. 
Dachtal may be sprayed on re-
cently planted strawberry rows or 
incorporated two inches into the soil 
wi th a rotovator or by cross discing 
the soil before transplanting. Soil 
incorporation before planting has re-
sulted in better weed control than 
spraying after the berries are plant-
ed. Once weeds have emerged 
Dacthal has no herbicidal effect 
upon them. A soil incorporated ap-
plication of Dacthal at a rate of 
12 pounds per acre resulted in near 
perfect weed control in strawber-
ries throughout the 1963 growing 
season at the Farmington Field Sta-
tion. 
Sesone has no herbicidal activity 
when applied directly to the foliage, 
but when leached into the soil it 
is oxidized or changed to 24-D by 
soil microorganisms. The 2,4-D is 
then absorbed through plant roots 
and effectively controls young 
broad-leaved weeds. Sesone usually 
controls weeds for a 3 to 5 week 
period following application during 
the summer months. More than one 
application for control of late ger-
minating weeds likely will be neces-
sary. Precede each treatment with 
cultivation or hoeing. A light rain 
or irrigation is needed to leach the 
herbicide into the soil. 
The amine salt of 2,4-D can be 
used to control broad-leaved weeds 
in established strawberry plantings. 
If 2,4-D is applied during blossom-
ing, fruit development, or in the 
fall during bud formation, deformed 
fruit, leaves, and runners are likely 
to develop. Grapes are easily dam-
aged by 2,4-D; therefore, do not 
use 2,4-D in any formulation in or 
near gr~pe plantings. 
Read carefully the information 
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on the label concerning application 
rates and crops on which the chem-
icals may be used before applying 
herbicides. Never apply an herbicide 
to a crop for which it has not been 
recommended. Clearance is given 
for each crop on the label attached 
to the container. It is important 
Equip your knapsack or boom 
sprayer with 8004T-jet nozzles and 
50 mesh screens when using wet-
Table 1. 1964 weed control recommendation for small fruit crops 
Crop 
Strawberri.s 
Raspberries 
and 
blackberries 
Grap.s 
Tabl. 2. Guld. 
Ch.mical 
Dadhal 
$ .. on_ 
2,4-D amln. 
Simazln. 
Karm.x 
CIPC 
Dowpon 
Ch.mical and 
rat. p.r acre 
Dathal 
8-12 pounds 
Sesone 
4-6 pounds 
2,4-D amln. 
% pound 
Simazine 
4 pounds 
Karmex diuron 
3.2 pounds 
CIPC 
8 pounds 
Simazin. 
4 pounds 
Karmex diu ron 
3.2 pounds 
Dowpon 
(Dalapon) 
8.5 pounds 
for application 
Formulation 
75W 
90% 
lOW 
Diuron 80 W 
Dalapon 85 % 
of 
W •• ds controlled 
Germinating grasses and 
broad-leaved weeds 
Germinating broad-leaved 
weeds 
Iroad-leaved weeds 
puncture vine 
Germinating broad-leaved 
w.l\Cfs and annual grasses 
Germinating broad-I.aved 
weeds and annual grasses 
Germinating grasses and 
some broad-leaved weeds 
Germinating broad-leaved 
we~s and annual grasses 
G.rminating broad-I.aved 
w.s and annual grasses 
Spot tr.atm.nt of John-
songrass, crabgrass and 
b.rmudagrass 
he.rbldd.s In small fruits 
Amount (activ. ingredi.nt) 
p.r 50 gallons of wat .... t 
2.5 pounds 
1-1.5 pounds 
.125 pound 
1.0 pound 
. 1 pound 
2.0 pounds 
2.0 pounds 
Tim. and m.thod of 
application 
Incorporate into soil 
b.for. new planting. 
Apply to soil before weed 
em.rg.nce, within 1 w_ 
aft.r transplanting, 
requires soil moistur •. 
When early g.tminating 
weeds first app.ar, be-
for. b .... rl.s blossom. 
Late fall or .arly spring 
before weed .mergenc • • 
Late fall or early spring 
b.fore weed emergence. 
Early spring while canes 
are still dormant. 
Late fall or early spring 
b.fore we.d emergenc •. 
Lat. fall or early spring 
before w.ed emergence. 
When grasses are 4 to 8 
Inch ... tall. R.peat onc. 
if n.cessary. 
Amount of sp.cifi.d 
formulated p.r 2 
gallons of wat .... t 
6.0 l.,v.1 tablespoons 
3.0 l.v.1 tablespoons 
3.5 l.v.1 tablespoon. 
3.0 l.v.1 tablespoon • 
6.0 I.vel tabl.spoon. 
.Apply at a rat. of 1.5 gallons of spray material p.r 300 square f •• t of area to be treated, 
for .xampl., 1 00 feet of row 3 f •• t wid •• 
tlasls of 200 gallons p.r acre. 
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table powders. Wettable powders 
such as Simazine or Karmex do not 
go into solution, and if a 100 mesh 
screen or a nozzle wi th an orifice 
smaller than a 8004 is used in 
spraying these herbicides the nozzle 
or screen is likely to become 
clogged with particles of spray ma-
terials. 
Use a sprayer equipped with 
mechanical agitation if you are 
spraying wettable powders. By-pass 
agitation will not keep Simazine and 
pecially Karmex in suspension. 
When using a knapsack or small 3 
gallon sprayer, shake the sprayer 
frequently to keep the herbicide in 
suspension. 
SPRING GRAZING 
I t is best not to use the same 
sprayer to apply both insecticides 
and herbicides. As 2,4-D cannot be 
thoroughly cleaned out of a sprayer 
and a small amount absorbed 
through the foliage of a plant may 
cause severe damage, never apply 
it with a sprayer used for other 
purposes. 
Weed control recommendations 
are reviewed and revised annually 
and are published in the Chemical 
Weed Control Guide, circular 301, 
by the Extension Service of Utah 
State University. This circular may 
be obtained from your county agent 
or from the bulletin room at Utah 
State University. 
OF DESERT RANGES 
the herbage that was removed, the 
more plants died and the smaller 
were the remaining plants. How-
ever, it can be seen from table 1 
that differences in 25 and 50 per-
cent herbage removal generally were 
small compared to differences be-
tween 50 and 75 percent removal. 
In the spring, however, even the 50 
percent removal was impressively 
more harmful than was the 25 per-
cent. 
(Continued from page 7) 
In the second phase, when har-
vesting was more intense, results 
were a little different (table 2). 
Except for plants harvested only in 
the winter, 60 percent herbage re-
moval caused significantly more 
death loss and size reduction than 
30 percent herbage removal, and 90 
percent was significantly more de-
trimental than 60 percent. 
Results of these studies are im-
portant to stockmen who use desert 
ranges. They show beyond question 
that stock need to leave the desert 
range as soon as growth of the 
shrubs is underway. This gives re-
newed emphasis to the need of Utah 
ranchers to develop crested wheat-
grass pastures for early spring graz-
ing. 
also noted. The results of these rec-
ords are shown in tables 1 and 2. 
Effect of season of harvesting 
In the first phase of the study, 
spring harvesting was much more 
detrimental than that of the other 
three seasons. It caused about 89 
percent more death loss of plants 
and resulted in 54 percent more 
reduction in size of the remaining 
plants than did the other seasons 
(table 1). Fall, early winter, and 
late winter harvestings did not dif-
fer much in their effects. 
Because spring grazing was so 
much more harmful in this first 
phase, greater emphasis was placed 
on spring harvesting in the second 
phase. In the second study, har-
vesting twice, once during the win-
ter and again in late spring, was 
the most detrimental. Harvesting 
only in late spring was second most 
harmful. There was little difference 
between winter and early spring 
harvesting. Late spring grazing ap-
peared to be considerably more de-
trimental than early spring. 
Harvesting during winter and 
again during late spring for three 
successive years killed an average of 
2'9 percent of the plants and reduced 
the size of living plants about 33 
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percent (table 2). Of plants har-
vested only in late spring 18 per-
cent were dead, and living plants 
suffered a 22 percent reduction in 
size. In contrast, early spring har-
vesting killed only 9 percent of the 
plants and reduced living plant size 
only 17 percent. 
Effect of intensity of harvesting 
Without exception, the more of 
Any grazing which removes over 
25 to 30 percent of the desert plant 
Table 2. Losses in numbers and sizes of desert range plants as a result of harvesting for three 
consecutive years at various seasons and intensities (Phase 2'. 
Grazing 
season 
Percent of 
forage removed 
Fall .......................................... 30 
(January 1 ) 60 
90 
Average 
Winter and late spring ............ 30 
(Jan. 1 and May 1 ) 60 
Early spring 
(April) 
90 
Average 
30 
60 
90 
Average 
Late spring ...............•.............. 30 
(May l' 60 
90 
Average 
Average of all seasons ............ 30 
60 
90 
Percent of the 
plants that died 
2.4 
5.4 
20.1 
9.3 
6.7 
20.1 
60.1 
29.0 
2.5 
5.8 
18.9 
9.0 
4.0 
12.6 
37.9 
18.2 
3.9 
11.0 
34.2 
Percent reduction in size 
of remaining live plants 
5.7 
9.4 
28.5 
14.5 
17.9 
34.1 
46.0 
32.7 
3.0 
14.5 
34.5 
17.3 
6.9 
17.5 
42.5 
22.3 
8.4 
25.1 
34.6 
25 
herbage after about April 1 must 
be regarded as dangerous. This is 
especially serious when forage is re-
moved during the winter and again 
in the spring. The amount should 
never exceed 30 percent in either 
season. The situation might occur 
when sheep graze winter range un-
til late spring or when cattle graze 
desert ranges yearlong. 
Stockmen should be aware that 
season of grazing affects grazing 
capacity. The number of animals 
we can safely put on ranges varies 
with how the range is used. Desert 
ranges are adapted to winter graz-
ing. Our salt-shrub ranges are 
among the best in the world for 
use at this time of the year. But 
they are not adapted to spring use. 
If emergency situations make it nec-
essary to graze them in the spring, 
then we cannot expect the range 
to carry the full nurnb~r of animals. 
Data from this experiment suggest 
that the correct stocking on a range 
grazed in winter only is about twice 
that of the same range if grazed 
in the spring. 
THE FORECAST 
( Cont inued from page 9 ) 
ments, some is between such instru-
ments and meteorologists, and some 
is between volunteer Qbservers and 
meteorologists. All of these factors 
are links in the chain that terminates 
for you in the weather forecast. 
At the present time, weather fore-
casts are based on data supplied by 
ground observation stations and on 
instrumented readings taken in the 
upper atmosphere. The readings are 
obtained by sending up a balloon 
carrying an instrument called a 
radiosonde. As the balloon ascends, 
the radiosonde continuously radios 
back to earth the various tempera-
ture, humidity, and pressure condi-
tions that it encounters. Wind 
direction and velocity are obtained 
at different altitudes by tracking the 
balloon either optically or electronic-
ally. 
Information from the balloon-
launching stations (some on the 
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TYPES OF FORECASTS ISSUED BY THE U. S. WEATHER BUREAU 
30-day outlook: Issued from Washington D. C. around 1st and 15th of each month 
primarily ta aid business and agriculture in planning for 3 to 4 weeks in the futur •• 
5-day forecasts: Prepared 3 times a week in the area weather bureau (as at Salt Lake 
City) to serve operational requirements of industry, commerce, and agriculture In 
planning and scheduling over several days. Distributed in Utah on Monday, Wednesday, 
and friday. Indicates temperature departures fram normal and precipitation expected 
during the 5-day period. 
72-hour forecasts: Prepared 4 times weekly in Washington, D. C. to supplement the 
5-day forecasts. Used by the area forecaster in preparing intermediate range forecasls 
such as the shippers' forecasts and further outlooks for industry and agriculture. 
Shippen' forecash: Indicate temperatures, maximum and minimum, for fint, lecond, 
and third daYI of the forecalt period. 
Regular forecalts: Predict a period of 36 to 48 houn. Thele are made every six houn 
by area bureau penonn" and are diltributed by wire, prell, and radio for ule of the 
general public. 
SPECIAL WARNINGS: 
Cold wave: Illued when rapid declinel In temperatures are expected within 24 hours, 
requiring subltantially increaled protection fa agricultural, indultrial, commercial, and 
locial activities. 
BUzzard: Issued when winds of 35 miles per hour or more with considerable Inaw _ 
blowing or falling - and temperatures of 20 degrees or lower are expected. 
Heavy Inow: Illued, in general, when a faU of 4 to 6 inches within 1 2 houri il 
expected. In mountain areal, only much larger amountl would warrant such a warning. 
Among othen, livestock, fralt, wind, and flood warningl are illued when deemed 
advilable and are lelf explanatory. 
ocean ), plus that from the official 
ground observation stations is sent 
to the Weather Bureau headquarters 
in Washington, D. C. Most of these 
data are entered directly from tele-
type lines into the Bureau's com-
puter. 
The computer analyzes the data 
and then actually draws weather 
maps. Some of these maps illustrate 
ground level conditions while others 
give wind direction and velocity at 
various altitudes. The computer-
drawn maps plus hand-drawn maps 
are sent by facsimile machine to 
using agencies such as the Salt Lake 
City Weather Bureau. One map is 
delivered each 10 to 15 minutes 
around the clock. 
The area forecaster prepares the 
weather forecast for his area based 
on these maps, current local infor-
mation, and his knowledge of re-
gional topography, storm patterns, 
and pertinent peculiarities. 
In Utah, local information is 
gleaned from several sources. Bal-
loons with radiosonde equipment are 
sent up twice daily at Salt Lake 
City. Two additional balloons are 
launched daily at different times 
just for wind determinations. Eight 
ground observation stations scattered 
through the state also submit data 
for use in forecasting. The observa-
tion station at Price is one of the 
few automated stations now operat-
ing in the United States. 
Forecasts prepared in the Salt 
Lake forecast office cover Utah, 
eastern Nevada, and southern Idaho. 
These forecasts are released to the 
mass information media (radio, 
newspapers, television ) for dissemi-
nation to the public. 
Even so-called local forecasts, 
however, cannot adequately account 
for all the diverse factors that in-
fuence local weather. For example, 
the "local" forecast for Salt Lake 
City and vicinity is supposed to 
apply to the area within a 20-mile 
radius of the city boundaries. Even 
a superficial glance at a map shows 
that this is an impossible ideal. 
No single forecast can accurately 
describe the weather in the valley 
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bottom and in the mountains. This 
is particularly true in the winter 
when the valley may be smothering 
under a layer of fog, while mountain 
slopes well within the 20-mile radius 
are soaking up sunshine. 
Reader responsibility 
Such discrepancies mean that the 
usefulness of the forecast must de-
pend on the reader's "savvy." 
Forecasts look deceptively easy to 
interpret. They are apparently as 
direct and to the point as writing 
can be. The language is simple. The 
words are commonplace. But these 
very points constitute the bases for 
misinterpretation by the reader. 
In composing forecasts, the mete-
orologist must choose which of 
many pertinent probabilities to re-
port. Then too, the limited number 
of words that he can use often have 
connotations that do not match his 
technical meanings. In addition, 
each forecast reaches an audience 
that is more widely spread geograph-
ically than its potential accuracy 
warrants. 
All in all, communication between 
the meteorologists and their audi-
ence has been less than satisfactory 
- on both sides. 
So what can you, the user of the 
forecast, do about this? How can 
you help make weather forecasts 
serve you better? 
First, you can learn the meteoro-
logist's meanings for the words he 
uses in his forecasts. A list of some 
of the most commonly encountered 
terms appears here with their special 
defini tions. 
Second, you can .recognize that 
every forecast can state only a few 
of the relevant items. Allowances 
must be made for the omitted data. 
Third, you can become knowl-
edgeable about local topographical 
features and other conditions in 
your area that may affect weather 
patterns. Past and future articles in 
this series should help you fulfill 
steps 2 and 3. 
And fourth, you can learn to be 
sure what kind of forecast you are 
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reading, and to realize its specific 
purpose. The various forecasts and 
warnings are defined. 
Using the forecast 
To show how the four self-help 
steps can make weather forecasts 
more useful at your local level, let us 
consider a typical winter 36-hour 
forecast for Salt Lake City and 
vicinity. 
"Continued fog and smoke today 
and tonight except fair and mild in 
surrounding mountains. Increasing 
cloudiness tomorrow with snow by 
mid-afternoon. Warmer tonight. 
High this afternoon 30 to 35. Low 
tonight 15 to 20. High tomorrow 
35 to 40." 
As you read or heard the forecast, 
you would automatically allow for 
the chance that the storm might 
veer off course or change speed for 
some reason. If it stayed on schedule, 
however, you'd look for the fog to 
thin out on the higher bench levels 
as the storm front approached. 
At those elevations, clouds would 
move in aloft during the late after-
noon or evening of the forecast. 
During the "today" of the forecast, 
this would probably involve only 
thin cirrus clouds. As the storm sys-
tem continued to advance, however, 
you'd expect the clouds to thicken 
and to have obscured the sky com-
pletely by the next morning. 
Even though it wasn't stated in 
the forecast, you'd realize that the 
area's general pattern of storm sys-
tems would generate considerable 
wind at the higher elevations. 
The smoke and fog would start 
to dissipate in the valley as the snow 
began to fall. The temperature in 
the valley bottom would then reach 
the relatively warm levels predicted 
for the "tomorrow" of the forecast. 
In this way, by understanding (1) 
the language, (2) the relevance of 
specific location in or around the 
city, and (3) that innumerable fac-
tors might delay or modify the storm 
enroute, you help maximize the 
forecast's usefulness. Whether a fore-
cast turns out to be fact or fable, 
thus depends largely on the user's 
interpretation. 
The next installment in this series of 
articles will describe some of the seasonal 
variations that occur in Utah's climate. It 
will give particular attention to precipita-
tion patterns. 
POLYARTHRITIS OF LAMBS 
(Continued from page 17) 
were reluctant to bear weight on joints could be noticed, however, 
one or more legs. 
In 1962 the morbidity ranged 
from 2 to 18.5 percent in the flocks 
observed, but the mortality rate was 
low. In 1963 two bands were ob-
served with a morbidity rate of 35 
percent in one, and 66 percent in 
the second. These lambs contracted 
the disease within a 4 day period. 
The affected lambs were 3 to 8 
months old and ranged in weight 
from 55 to 105 pounds. In 1963, 
however, many smaller lambs also 
were observed to have the disease. 
In a given flock, the larger lambs 
appear to be affected more often 
than the smaller ones. The disease 
was observed from July through Oc-
tober. 
Normally, no enlargement of the 
in long standing, advanced cases, 
slight enlargement of the stifle, hock, 
elbow and knee joints could be 
detected. The pathologic changes 
were found to be associated with the 
joints and adjoining muscles, ten-
dons, and tendon sheaths. The 
larger, freely movable, weight-bear-
ing joints such as the hip, stifle, 
tarsal, atlanto-occipital, shoulder, 
elbow, and carpal were the joints 
most frequently and severely in-
volved. Most joints of affected 
lambs contained an excess of grey-
ish-yellow viscous, turbid synovial 
fluid. Differently sized and shaped, 
greyish-yellow flakes and plaques of 
fibrin were present in some joints. 
The capsules of involved joints had 
varying degrees of thickening. Mild, 
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but specific lesions were also found 
in livers, kidneys, lungs, hearts, and 
brains of lambs afflicted with poly-
arthritis. 
Distribution of the disease 
Polyarthri tis of lambs has a wide 
distribution in Utah and, based on 
our own observations and reports 
from sheepmen in Idaho, Wyoming, 
and Nevada. Other scientists had 
described highly similar and most 
probably identical conditions in 
California, Oregon, Washington, 
Montana, Colorado, and Wisconsin 
where this disease was first described 
in 1960. The lambs studied by 
workers in Wisconsin had the dis-
ease about 4 weeks after they had 
arrived from the Western States. 
Cause of the diseaseJ a vzrus 
In 1962 and in 1963 a VIrus was 
isolated from arious joint fluid 
samples of each affected lamb test-
ed. The irus was also recovered 
from the blood, cerebrospinal fluid, 
different internal organs, and body 
secretions. No other microorganisms 
of etiologic significance were found 
in affected joints. 
The virus was isolated and prop-
a<rated in developing chicken em-
bryos. Its cultural, pathogenic, and 
staining properties, and morphologic 
features as well as serologic tests, 
were used to identify the agent iso-
lated from affected joints. These 
studies characterized the infectious 
agent found as belonging to the 
psittacosis group of viruses which 
comprises a large number of sero-
logically related but pathogenically 
differing viruses. These viruses not 
only cause diseases in parakeets, 
birds, many laboratory and domestic 
animal species but also cause several 
distinct diseases of man. 
A disease highly similar or iden-
tical to the one occurring on ranges 
was produced experimentally in 5 
to 6 month old lambs by inocula-
tion of chicken embryo-propagated 
virus, which was originally isolated 
from joint tissue of naturally af-
fected range lambs. The lambs were 
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inoculated by various routes. Irre-
spective of the route of inoculation, 
all exposed lambs developed stiff-
ness and lameness. The joints had 
typical lesions at necropsy 3 days 
after inoculation. The lesions were, 
howe er more severe 7 and 21 days 
after exposure. Some lambs were 
inoculated directly jnto one or two 
joints. It was fQund that virus fil-
tered out of the infected joint cav-
ity entered the bloodstream, and in-
vaded other joints. These experi-
ments unequivocally proved that the 
irus demonstrat d in synovial tis-
~ues and fluids of naturally affected 
lambs must be the cause of this 
newly discovered joint disease. 
ImJJortance of correct dia(1nosis 
There are several other diseases 
of sheep which cause stiffness and 
lameness. Streptococci, staphylococ-
ci corynebacteria, erysipelas, and 
hemophilus species of pathogenic 
microorganisms have been known to 
affect joint tissues. These bacterial 
infections usually invade the joints 
of younger lambs after entering the 
body through the umbilical cord 
soon after birth or through wounds 
made at the time of docking and 
castration. Effective methods to pre-
vent these infections have been 
worked ou t in the past and are well 
publicized. Lambs suffering from 
bluetongue may be stiff and have 
intermittent lameness. All these di-
seases can be easily distinguished 
from the newly recognized condition 
by any experienced diagnostician. 
Another condition resulting in 
stiffness of lambs is white muscle 
disease. This disease process affects 
the muscles which assume a whitish 
color and a cooked appearance as 
a result of selenium and vitamin E 
deficiency. White muscle disease is 
most common in lambs from 1 to 
8 weeks of age. Affected Iambs do 
not have fever, unless there are sec-
ondary complications. It is well 
known that an adequate supply of 
selenium and vitamin E prevents 
white muscle disease. This disease is, 
in its pathologic changes and etio-
logy, fundamentally different from 
the newly recognized polyarthritis 
of lambs. 
Mineral deficiency, leading to 
poor growth performance, can re-
sult in adverse bone changes. It re-
ceived special attention here at Utah 
State University and led to recom-
mendations for supplying balanced 
mineral mixes containing proper 
ratios of calcium and phosphorus 
to prevent deficiencies. It was found, 
in this study, that most lambs suf-
fering from viral polyarthritis had 
free acce s to recommended mineral 
mixes. This fact allows the conclu-
sion that a mineral deficiency is not 
a primary factor in the pathogene-
sis of viral polyarthritis. 
Each of the specific causes and 
faetors that result in lameness and 
stiffness of lambs requires specific 
consideration and treatment or pre-
ventative measures. The correct 
diagnosis of the specific causative 
agent or factors is therefore impera-
tive. This is the only and best ap-
proach to reduce or prevent losses 
caused by the widespread diseases 
affecting muscles, bones, and joints 
of sheep, or any other animal spe-
CIes. 
Treatmen.t an.d prevention 
The response to medication of 
animals having viral polyarthritis 
varies with individual cases and cir-
cumstances. If administered in the 
very early stage of the disease, peni-
cillin therapf appeared to be bene-
ficial under field conditions. Long-
er standing, more advanced cases 
did not respond satisfactorily to 
treatment with penicillin. Penicillin 
with a long lasting action should 
be used. It is also known that the 
group of agents to which the virus 
causing polyarthritis belongs is most 
susceptible to chlortetracycline, an 
antibiotic. When lambs were put to 
rf>St in hospital pens and cared for 
properly so that they did not have 
to move appreciably to obtain food 
and water they appeared to im-
prove without antibiotic therapy. 
For any arthritic disease good thera-
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py is rest and limited movement. 
Not enough is known at presen t 
about transmission of the causative 
viral agent, the immune response 
it elicits, and the pathogenesis of the 
disease to justify the recommenda-
tion of specific preventative meas-
ures. All these aspects of the disease 
require considerable basic research 
in the future. 
What can we learn from 
this disease? 
An important and philosophic 
question arises: "Is viral polyarth-
ritis a new disease or an old one 
that had not been recognized ear-
lier ?" There is no easy answer to 
this inquiry. Though some sheepmen 
claim to have seen this disease in the 
past, it certainly did not come to 
any scientist's attention. This can 
be explained by a possible low in-
cidence of the disease. A consider-
able change in the previously exist-
ing host-parasite equilibrium must 
ha e occurred in recent years, lead-
ing to the high incidence and sever-
ity of the disease, that necessitated 
the investigative effort of the writ-
ers. These findings also can suggest 
the occurrence or emergence of new 
disea es as known ones are being 
eliminated. 
Detailed studies of various aspects 
of viral polyarthritis may well yield 
useful answers to many questions 
concerning other arthritic diseases. 
Our results also encourage a search 
for similar causes of joint ailments 
of other animal species. 
CHRISTMAS TREES 
(Continued from page 19) 
increase with no apparent extreme 
fluctuations caused by price changes. 
Supply, on the other hand, in-
creases and decreases greatly from 
year to year. These changes in sup-
ply can be attributed primarily to 
an increase in the number of re-
tailers following a successful year, 
providing weather conditions are 
not severe in the higher elevations. 
Weather conditions occasionally gov-
ern wholesale availability of trees. 
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Successful sales one year tend to 
encourage new retailers to enter the 
market in an effort to capture what 
seems to be easy income. Al though 
there are few businesses in which 
an operator faces the risk and un-
certainty that he does in the Christ-
mas tree business, the physical ease 
of entering the market, the low 
capital expenditure required, and 
the compatability with established 
businesses result in increased retail-
ers. This increase results in an excess 
supply of trees and, therefore, poor 
sales success. Thus, many retailers 
are discouraged from entering the 
market the following year and con-
!;equently, a more successful sales-
surplus record is recorded. In Utah 
in the past, the even years have 
been poor and the odd successful. 
Source of trees 
The percentage of Utah grown 
trees on the Utah retail market 
dropped significantly in 1963 (table 
2) . ~Iontana, although supplying a 
lesser percentage than in the past, 
continued to supply the largest num-
ber of trees. Canadian trees ap-
peared on the market for the first 
time during the study years. 
Additional information compiled 
in the 1963 study compared both 
the percent of each species and 
source of these trees in four Utah 
counties. Cache, Weber, Salt Lake, 
and Iron Counties were singled out 
for comparative examination. Cache, 
Weber, and Salt Lake were rela-
tively similar in both categories. 
The difference between these coun-
ties and Iron County, however, was 
great. This can be attributed to the 
greater population and easier ac-
cessibility to out-of-state sources of 
wholesale supply in the three 
northern counties. 
The information collected in Iron 
County showed an interesting and 
somewhat paradoxical condition. 
Pinyon pine is harvested for Utah 
and out-of-state markets in greater 
quantity than any other Utah spe-
cies. I t is harvested primarily in 
southern Utah with Iron County as 
the focal point. Yet, due to its popu-
larity in other areas, it is shipped 
out. Still Iron County used a far 
greater percentage of Utah trees 
than Cache, Weber, and Salt Lake 
Counties. 
The Iron County retail market 
comprised more than 93 percent 
Utah grown trees. The high use of 
white fir, especially when compared 
with use in the other counties ac-
counts for this fact. Found in Utah, 
Tabl. 2. Source of Utah's Christmas t .... s, 1960, 1961, and 1963 
Source 1960 
Montana ......... ........................... _ ................................... . 
Utah ..... ...... ................................................................... .. 
Nevada ..... .... ...... ......... ... .............................................. . 
Idaho ............................................................................. . 
Colorado ........... .... ........................................................ . 
Wyoming ....... ................. ............................................... . 
Washington ................................................................... . 
Arizona ....................................................................... . .. 
New Mexico ......... ........................................................ . 
Canada ........................................................................ .. 
perc..,t 
31.1 
33.0 
15.5 
1.3 
2.5 
1.2 
0.7 
100.0 
1961 
percent 
45.1 
39.5 
4.0 
2.3 
1.1 
0.3 
6.0 
0.9 
0.1 
100.0 
1963 
percen' 
35.9 
22.7 
15.1 
2.6 
10.5 
5.5 
4.0 
2.1 
0.7 
0.9 
100.0 
Table 3. Wholesale and retail prices for Christmat ,,.es In Utah, 1960 and 1963 
Average wholesale price Average retail prl~ 
Sped .. 1960 1963 1960 1963 
Pinyon pine ............................... . $2.00 $2.25 $4.00 $5.00 
Douglas-fir ................................. . 1.40 1.50 2.10 3.00 
Subalpine fir .............................. .. 2.00 2.15 4.00 4.50 
White fir .................................... .. 2.00 2.15 4.00 5.00 
Spruce ......................................... . 3.00 3.25 6.00 6.50 
Ponderosa pine ........................... . 2.60 2.75 5.20 6.00 
Lodgepole pine .......................... .. 2.00 2.15 4.00 5.00 
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only in the southern portions of the 
state, white fir comprised 53 percent 
of the retail market in the area. AI-
thouO'h like pinyon pine in that it 
grows and is harvested primarily in 
southern Utah, it is more attractive 
to the local consumers because it is 
found iq the high mountain areas 
and not in their "back yard" as is 
pinyon pine. 
Prices sli,ohtl'}' higher 
Price in 1963 showed little change 
over the 1960 study results (table 
3). The slight rise in both whole-
sale and retail prices was due in 
larO'e part to increased procurement 
and sales costs. Improved quality 
may have also contributed somewhat 
to the increase. Although it was not 
evident in the usual wholesale price 
range, the scarcity of high quality 
pinyon pine caused rather extreme 
increases in wholesale and retail 
prices in limited cases. One retailer 
reported paying $5 wholesale per tree 
for large high quality pinyon pine. 
Size of sales outlet 
There were tew changes in the 
type of retail establishments. The 
size of these establishments did 
change somewhat in that there was 
a more uniform distriJ>ution of all 
sizes. 
Untreated trees most popular 
Untreated Christmas trees as in 
past years continued to dominate 
the market. The painted trees are 
not as popular as they were two or 
three years ago. The flocked tree 
has tended to replace the painted 
tree. It -has not, however, gained 
the popularity that the painted tree 
had several years ago. This is most 
likely due to the high cost of flocked 
trees which ran $2.50 to $3.25 and 
higher per foot in 1963. 
Use of artificial trees increasing 
Al though 1963 was a successful 
Christmas tree retailing season, 
there was one apparent fact that 
created concern. A small sample of 
homes in Cache Valley and Salt 
Lake Valley indicated a substantial 
increase in the use of artificial 
Chri tmas trees. Ten days before 
Christmas 155 homes in Cache Val-
ley and 541 in Salt Lake Valley, 
where a tree could be seen in the 
home were observ d· 14.8 percent 
and 20.3 percent, respectively of 
the homes coun ted had artificial 
trees. In 1960, study revealed that 
only about 3 percent of 373 families 
sampled had artificial trees. 
This increase in artificial trees 
would seem to indicate that thev 
are making considerable inroads o~ 
the natural tree market. However, 
a family will often display an arti-
ficial tree where it may be seen by 
the outsider and still have a natural 
tree located in some other room, 
such as a recreation room for family 
use. There is still, however, enough 
evidence to indicate that the arti-
ficia tree has substantially increased 
in popularity in recent years. 
Future of the market 
Since the Christmas tree retail 
market fluctuates greatly from year 
to year and place to place, it is 
difficult to project what the future 
will hold. If 'however, it follows the 
trend of the past four years, 1964 
will see increased surpluses and a 
much less successful year than 1961 
and 1963 because of increased in-
ventories and additional individuals 
in the retail market. 
The results of an extensive experiment on the interrelations of 
nutritional stress on growth and production of range sheep indicate 
that a 5 percent protein level for pregnant ewes in the last 100 days 
of gestation is critical and an increase of 7 percent is no more than 
barely adequate.- John E. Butcher. 
Alfalfa's tolerance to 
repeated floodings 
Careful management of irrigation 
water to avoid prolonged flooding of 
alfalfa roots often increases -hay pro-
duction and also conserves water. 
Investigations in Nevada show 
that repeated floodings lasting longer 
than three days each reduce hay 
yields and damage plant roots. This 
knowledge should enable stockmen 
to produce more hay from fields 
where the water table lies within a 
few feet of the ground surface. 
Where it is not practical to lower 
the water table with underground 
or surface drainage, productivity of 
these alfalfa fields usually can be 
maintained by avoiding over-irriga-
tion. Alfalfa thrives where the dis-
tance to the water table is as little 
as two feet, pro ided its roots are 
well aerated and ha e sufficient 
oxygen. 
More than se en tons of alfalfa 
hay, in three cuttings, were harvested 
where roots were flooded for in-
tervals of one to three days through-
out the growing season. Yields were 
sharply reduced, however, by re-
peated floodings lasting four days or 
more. Where floodings lasted seven 
days, annual hay production was 
reduced to two tons per acre, nearly 
all from the first cutting. 
Alfalfa stands were noticeably 
thinner and the foliage was lighter 
green where floodings lasted four 
days or longer. Root growth deterio-
ated progressively, indicating that 
aeration essential for growth and 
development was lacking. Poor aera-
tion encourages development of 
some plant diseases. 
The time that alfalfa can tolerate 
waterlogged soil without damage 
depends upon the stage of plant and 
root development, salt content of the 
soil and water, and temperature. 
Alfalfa is most easily harmed by 
prolonged flooding when tempera-
tures are high. 
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Box Elder dry farm given to University 
RE EARCH in dryland a ri ulture aimed pecificall to the prob-
lems and n d of north rn tah 
has b en made po ible by the dona-
tion of a 40 acre farm in Box Eld r 
ounty. It will be nam d th Blue 
Cre k Experiment Farm.-
Eighty-two local farm r bu i-
n and th count pro id d the 
$7000 purcha e pric to obtain the 
land that wa form rly on the 
Henr chumann fann. 
Earl Fuhriman hading the Farm 
Research Fund ommitte, pre-
sented a deed for the land to Trus-
tee R. J. Potter and Pr ident Daryl 
Cha e at a luncheon on campu in 
Logan February 21, 1964. 
Director Wynne Thorn of the 
Agricultural Experiment tation 
named a nine-man ad i or commit-
of farmer to meet with research 
taff members at lea t once a ear 
to r iew past re earch and plans 
for fu ture r earch and mak specific 
ugO' tion to me t the producers 
probl m. The committee includes 
Hu h Manning chairman farming 
at Blind pring' Ed Deakin ag 
Valle . Earl Fuhriman Pocatello 
Valle . Howard Glenn Hansel Val-
I, . B. Green and Vean Po tma, 
Promontory' eth Hammond, Upper 
Blue Cr ek; Henry chumann Up-
per Blu Creek' and Deloras Stokes, 
Little Pocat 110 Valley. 
Director Thorne explained that 
when the farmers donated this re-
search farm to the University they 
culminated 20 years of expre sed 
interest in having such a research 
facili ty in their area. 
Pre ident Chase commended the 
typ of cooperation that made it 
po ibl to 0 tain the fann for re-
search. It exhibits real intere t in 
your business and mutual confidence 
in your chool,' he said. 
A ociat Experiment Station Di-
rector Kenneth \ . H ill explained 
that research on the farm would be 
focu ed on determining better ways 
of conserving moisture developing 
crop arieti s and tillage practices 
most suitable to the area. 
R x F. ielon and Wade G. 
Dewey of the Agronomy Department 
worked with the farmers in selecting 
the site. The and other University 
staff members will conduct research 
deemed most pertinent to northern 
Utah's dryland agriculture. 
Deed to the Ilue Creek Experiment Farm for dry-land agricultural research is presented to President Daryl Chose by Earl Fuhriman, 
representing lox Elder dry farmen. Looking on are Director Wynne Thorne, Trustee R. J. Potter, and Henry Schumann, former owner 
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effect was indicated to lie between 
5 and 25 ppm dieldrin when con-
tinuously pre ent in the diet. The 
interpretation of such research has 
aid d in aluating hazards to man 
arising from potential insecticide 
r sidues in the food supply and has 
b n useful in establishing federal 
and state safety controls on insecti-
cide u ao-e. 
POSTMASTER : Please return if unclaimed 
Current r s arch at the Utah 
A ricultural Exp rim nt Station is 
concerned with increa ing our under-
gtanding of the proc ses of tis ue 
accumulaton of insecticides and 
their excretion in milk. Pos ible 
methods for rapid remo al of ti ue 
insecticide stor s are also bing 
studied. 
Pesticide Residues . . . 
A continuing study at USU 
UTA H Agricultural Experim nt Station has conducted research 
since 1948 on the residual b ha ior 
of many modern insecticides and 
the toxicity hazards to man and 
animal re~ulting from insecticide 
residues on foods. Some of the 
earliest data which established the 
mo ement of DDT and related in-
secticides through the food chain 
aft r their application to a field crop 
was developed . by Utah r earchers 
and was used by the U. S. Food 
and Drug Administration in estab-
lishing tolerances for the various in-
secticides on foods. As an example 
of such research alfalfa was dusted 
with DDT at several treatment 
Ie els the harvested hay was fed to 
dairy cows, and bu tter was made 
from the cows' milk and fed to 
laboratory rats. Some of the findings 
showed that dusting alfalfa with 1 
pound DDT per acre resulted in a 
residue level of 10-19 parts per mil-
lion in hay; from 1.3 to 1.7 ppm in 
milk, and 43 ppm in buttterfat when 
the hay was fed to dairy cows· and 
about 70 ppm in the fat of rats 
after feeding the butter in their diet 
for 16 weeks. In other experiments, 
insecticide transmission to meat and 
eggs was also studied. 
Effects of insecticide residues on 
animal health have been studied in 
conjunction with work in evaluating 
the tendency of the animal to ac-
cumulate insecticides in its fissues. 
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One example of such work was a 
long term study in which various 
levels of dieldrin were fed to ewe 
sheep daily for 40 mon ths. During 
that time, the health of the animals 
was apparently normal and they re-
produced normally each year. The 
accumulation of dieldrin in the 
tissues of the ewes and its trans-
mission to their lamb were measured 
at intervals throughout the experi-
mental period. Many of the lambs 
born to ewes receiving 25 ppm 
dieldrin died soon after birth; the 
minimum diet level for such a toxic 
Modern in ecticides ha e an im-
portant place in the production of 
plant and animal products for food . 
They are so toxic howe er, that ap-
propriate precautions are necessary 
to protect food consumers precau-
tions ba ed on research such as that 
carried out in Utah. Continuation 
of such research is needed to in-
crease our knowledge of the beha ior 
of these chemicals and thereby help 
to promote the public afety and 
increase the usefulness of pesticides 
in agriculture-Joseph C. Street. 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH 
November 1, 1963 to February 1, 1964 
National Institutes of Health 
National Science Foundation 
Shell Chemical Company 
A...ncan Cyan_ld Company 
$57,300 for Ipectral analYlis of plant virus 
infection proce .. es 
$26,500 for the Iiolation of DNA having 
specific genetic properties 
$18,681 for the study of the eHects of 
radium on stream biota below uranium 
mills 
$18,433 for a study of the fundlon of 
molybdenum in biological systems 
$18,386 for an Investigation of pathogenesis 
of enzootic abortion of ewes 
$16,530 for the study of behavior and 
dilpenal In Citenus 
$38,900 to purchase an electron paramag-
netic relonance spectrometer 
$19,500 for research on alkaloid biosyn-
thesis and metabolism In the plant 
$1,250 for inled ltudlel 
$500 for miscellaneous inled ltudles 
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